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TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSIONS: TOWARD A MORE JUST U.S.
SOCIETY
Abstract
Can the practice of Truth and Reconciliation Commissions contribute to a more just U.S. society,
and if so, based on what reasoning? First, I briefly describe three examples of assessments on the
justice of TRCs: a liberal democracy approach, a human rights approach, and comparison to a
trial system approach. Second, I compare these approaches to a nonviolent peacemaking
approach. I argue that assessing TRCs primarily with a nonviolent peacemaking approach
significantly assists us in addressing key critiques about TRCs, ensures better practices of TRCs,
and provides stronger moral warrants for the notion that TRCs would contribute to a more just
society in the U.S. A nonviolent peacemaking approach does this work by more adequately
illuminating five key elements related to TRCs and the promotion of justice: human dignity,
integrative power, willingness to suffer, reconciliation, and the constructive program.
Introduction
Can the practice of truth and reconciliation commissions (TRCs) contribute to a more just U.S.
society, and if so, based on what reasoning? Some of the limits of justice as practiced by the U.S.
arise in the glaring gap between the rich and the poor, the lack of access to health care, the
enormous numbers of people in prison and high recidivism rates, the adversarial trial system, the
disproportionate rates of minorities and poor getting the death penalty, the death penalty itself,
the use of torture, the disproportionate use of resources by the military, etc.
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Truth commissions, as a broader category than truth and reconciliation commissions, generally
aim at establishing a public record of human rights abuses over a certain period of time in a
particular country or related to a particular conflict (Truth Commissions, n.d.). They hope to
resolve or transform conflict from the past and to promote a more sustainable peace and justice.
Such commissions often allow victims, their relatives, and perpetrators to have their story heard
and to give evidence of human rights abuses within an official public forum. In turn, these
commissions submit a final report with conclusions and recommendations (Truth Commissions,
n.d.).
Only a few truth commissions have occurred in the U.S., and none have been officially
developed or even endorsed by the local or national justice system (Truth Commissions, n.d.). i
For instance, one occurred in North Carolina in 2005 regarding a 1979 local massacre
(Greensboro, n.d.),ii and another in Ohio in 2006 regarding poverty in the U.S (National Truth
2006).iii Some have suggested that the U.S. should implement forms of truth commissions for
broad issues like racism (Hammond 2008), sexism, corporatism, militarism, or more focused
issues such as U.S. foreign policy in Central America (Perry 1997), torture during the Bush
Administration, and the wars in Iraq (Kucinich 2007) and Afghanistan.
Those who support TRCs often regard them as valuable for their capacity to reveal fuller truth
than conventional trial courts, for their attentiveness to victims’ stories, and for their aim to heal
communities. The International Center for Transitional Justice (2008) argues that some truth
commissions have accomplished
educating the population at large about crimes previously denied by government and
removing the stigma typically inflicted on victims, eased the transition from victimhood
to full citizenship for groups struggling with the legacy of abuse and discrimination,
spoken truth to power and weakened the role of authoritarian and violent groups whose
past power gave them national prominence, and energized government and society to
pursue an agenda of institutional reform.
Although some support for TRCs exists in the U.S., they often face criticism for undermining
human rights by allowing serious human rights abusers to escape punishment, ignoring the plight
of victims, failing to work closely with other justice officials, and failing to ensure structural
transformation (International Center 2008).iv The International Center for Transitional Justice
(2008) argues that some truth commissions have compromised their legacies
by working in isolation from civil society and the victims, failing to work closely with
other justice officials, in particular prosecutors and judges, or submitting to the agenda of
parties to peace negotiations or those involved in making
transitional pacts.
In this paper, I argue that assessing TRCs primarily with a nonviolent peacemaking approach
significantly assists us in addressing key critiques about truth and reconciliation commissions,
ensuring better practices of truth and reconciliation commissions, and providing stronger moral
warrants for the notion that TRCs would contribute to a more just society in the U.S. v A
nonviolent peacemaking approach does this work by more adequately illuminating five key
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elements related to TRCs and the promotion of justice: human dignity, integrative power,
willingness to suffer, reconciliation, and the constructive program.
In order to demonstrate my argument, I briefly describe three examples of assessments on the
justice of truth and reconciliation commissions: a liberal democracy approach, a human rights
approach, and comparison to a trial system approach. Second, I compare these approaches to a
nonviolent peacemaking approach.
Contemporary Assessments of Truth and Reconciliation Commissions
Three contemporary assessments of TRCs represent three approaches, which have considerable
moral traction in the U.S. regarding a just society: 1) liberal democracy, 2) human rights, and 3)
the court system.
A Liberal Democratic Assessment
Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson set out to offer criteria for justifying truth commissions
from a liberal democratic perspective. They rely on a conception of deliberative democracy, vi
which entails the fundamental value of reciprocity (2000, pp. 35-36).vii They argue that
reciprocity meets three key criteria for moral justification. First, reciprocity is a moral principle
and offers an alternative form of justice for those who fear the sacrifice of other kinds of justice
(pp. 36-37).viii Second, it is moral in perspective with provisions for inclusive perspective by
allowing for a wide range of disagreement. Under this criterion, they critique Tutu’s defense of
forgiveness as possibly enhancing the value of granting amnesty, because they claim such a
position is not shared by many sincere and reasonable Christians not to mention many other
religious and secular understandings that deserve respect. Third, reciprocity is moral in practice
by informing a commission to practice an open participatory process of sharing political points
of view, which bodes well for a democratic future (pp. 35-42).
Reciprocity also implies the principle of economizing moral disagreement, which calls on
citizens to justify their political position by seeking a rationale that minimizes the rejection of the
opposing positions, but only with those willing to reciprocate. For example, they argue that a
commission economizing in this fashion would not grant blanket amnesty, perhaps by refusing to
grant amnesty for the most egregious crimes, while making room for punishment (pp. 38-40).
Further, they argue that the aim of reconciliation should be fundamental matters of political
morality, such as free speech, press, religion, etc., rather than a comprehensive social harmony,
whether psychological or spiritual (pp. 29-33).ix
A Human Rights Assessment: William O’Neill, S.J.
O’Neill’s analysis of the ethics of social reconciliation from a human rights perspective offers
further reasons for TRCs contributing to a more just society. He argues that the testimony in
TRCs function as a rights’ rhetoric, which first allows us to imagine evil such that our
descriptions of killing express the enormity and elicit outrage. This rhetoric reveals the moral
claim inscribed upon each face, that is, our status as moral interlocutors (O’Neill 2002).
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Second, we remember evil via the hermeneutic role of rights that critically deconstructs the
supremacist narrative and reconstructs a legitimating civic narrative (O’Neill 2002). O’Neill
argues that human rights ought to be understood as the deep or narrative grammar of public
reasoning, rather than as properties of abstract sovereign selves, which often is found in
philosophical liberalism. Human rights are the narrative grammar of responding to the suffering
and passion of the world. In other words, human rights are restored not simply by punishing
perpetrators who violate laws, but more adequately by engaging the suffering and wounds of
both victims and perpetrators in the mutual creation of a new civic narrative of respect for the
concrete other (O’Neill 2007).
Third, redressing evil as reconciliation of narratives derives from rights discourse in terms of
reparation and restitution. The remembering of evil and narrative reconstruction imposes
correlative duties such as forbearance, structural protection against further deprivation, and
fitting provision that become institutionalized (O’Neill 2002). In valuing and participating in
such testimony, we are enabled to see how human rights preserve the conditions of our practical,
discursive agency. In other words, the virtue of respect for the concrete other as a practically
rational, discursive agent “implies respect for the necessary conditions of her exercising agency”
(O’Neill 2007). Hence, such respect implies recognition of right-claims to basic civil-political
liberties, and to subsistence and basic security. In this frame, public apologies help to constitute a
shared memory and “serve as a promissory note of restorative justice” (O’Neill 2002).
A Christian interpretation of social reconciliation offers a justification to the general backing of
rights in terms of our creation in the imago dei. The disciple imagines evil as the victim’s face
being “restored to us as an icon of the Crucified;” remembers through the prism of Christ
crucified, and thus, in seeing and having compassion the disciple is revealed or proven as a
disciple; and the disciple redresses evil in the fullness of agape such that justice bears the mark
of love with its impetus to forgive (O’Neill 2002). Agape transcends, yet presupposes the
rhetoric of rights. In turn, forgiveness cannot be less than just, so that forgiving must not reinscribe victim-hood (O’Neill 2002).
A Comparison with Trial Courts: Martha Minnow
Minnow explains that justice and truth are often considered the two purposes of social responses
to collective violence. Yet, she says the institutions securing accountability, i.e. trial courts, often
impede or ignore truth. Sometimes rights are put ahead of truth-seeking, or there is disregard for
the complex implications of particular truths beyond the particular defendants (Minnow 1998).
In trials, the assumption of individual responsibility is rendered at best problematic when mass
atrocities occur. Trial courts are less than ideal because of the difficulty of establishing
consensus and a complete historical record about complex events, which often are subsumed in
the force of propaganda. Defendants often tell their version trying to avoid prosecution rather
than seeking truth. Yet constructively, trials can air issues, create an aura of fairness, establish a
public record, and produce some sense of accountability (Minnow 1998).
In contrast, she argues that two major advantages of TRCs are their ability to deal with complex
events and the emphasis on the victims. If the goal of healing after mass atrocity is elevated, then
TRCs may be a better option. In trials, victims rarely get the chance to tell their stories without
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interruption or skepticism. Public acknowledgment of the harms and accounts of what happened
seems best suited for truth commissions (Minnow 1998). The vocabularies of healing and
restoration are often “foreign to the legal language underpinning prosecutions” (Minnow 2000, p.
241) For instance, emotional and psychological healing held inadequate weight in the debates
responding to the Holocaust. This inattention raises the question about how the limitations of the
victors’ justice that focused on the Nuremberg trials may be contributing to the ongoing violence
in Israel and Palestine (Minnow 1998).x
Minnow argues that TRCs also offer the advantages of the restorative power of truth-telling, the
presence of sympathetic witnesses, and the constructive roles of perpetrators and bystanders.
Truth-telling of one’s humiliation helps put the trauma in the past and face the work of building
the future, as the private experience becomes public. In the South African TRC, research has
shown that victims list truth, acknowledgement, and accountability as their primary reasons for
submitting a statement (Backer 2006, pp. 180-181).xi Sympathy helps survivors reestablish their
capacity to trust others. In the South African TRC, sympathy was expressed by not crossexamining survivors and in ritual actions, such as when Tutu bowed before a crying man.
Bystanders could write responses to the testimonies, while the perpetrators’ opportunity for
amnesty elicited confessions and details of hidden violations (Minnow 1998).
In the end, Minnow argues that truth and retributive justice seem too narrow as goals for social
responses to collective violence. Thus, she identifies twelve overlapping aspirations. These
include overcoming communal denial, transforming human activity from violence, forging a
basis for a democratic order, promoting reconciliation across social divisions, restoring dignity to
victims, and punishing offenders, etc. From this perspective she suggests that TRCs seem better
suited than prosecutions to meet many of the goals (Minnow 1998).
In sum, these authors argue that TRCs contribute to furthering justice in the U.S. due to
their contributions to liberal democracy, human rights, and the trial system.
A Nonviolent Peacemaking Assessment
In 2005, a study entitled: “How Freedom is Won: From Civic Resistance to Durable
Democracy,” analyzed the 67 countries over the past 33 years that transitioned from an
authoritarian or tyrannical system. The study addressed how such transitions occur and assessed
the impact various transition forces had on the success or failure of democratic reform. Four
specific findings were: 1) “People power” movements matter, because nonviolent civic forces
were a major source of pressure for decisive change in 50 of 67 transitions. 2) There is
comparatively little positive effect for freedom in “top-down” transitions launched and led by
elites. 3) The presence of strong and cohesive nonviolent coalitions is the most important of the
factors examined in contributing to freedom. 4) Prospects for freedom are significantly enhanced
when the opposition to the old system does not use violence. Thus, the study called for such
policies as investing in civic life, coalition building, and nonviolent training (Karatnycky 2005).
The U.S. is directly involved with transitional justice in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as
continually striving to cultivate a just and durable democracy at home.
I will now explore the approach of nonviolent peacemaking, particularly
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in the tradition of Jesus, Gandhi, Dorothy Day, and Martin Luther King. xii I will argue that their
nonviolent peacemaking approach, with its virtue-based ethic, more adequately illumines five
key elements in how TRCs can cultivate a richer and more sustainable justice in the U.S. I am
not arguing that specific practices of nonviolence are always absent from human rights work,
liberal democratic governments, or legal/judicial systems. But I am arguing that these three
approaches to assessing the value or “justice” of TRCs have important limits, which a nonviolent
peacemaking approach overcomes.
Human Dignity
There’s a general consensus in the U.S. that a more just society requires at least a committed
appreciation for human dignity, although this may get expressed with different accents. xiii A
nonviolent peacemaking approach would reinforce and enrich this claim, by sharpening our view
on how a just society requires a more serious and deeper attention to the human dignity of all
people, including victims, those difficult to care for, and even our so-called enemies.xiv
TRCs often attempt to cultivate this type of attention to human dignity. For instance, in South
Africa the restoration of human and civic dignity repeatedly arose as the warrant for letting the
victim’s tell their stories within a public sphere of acknowledgement. Research on the South
African Truth and Reconciliation Commission has shown that victims have pointed to the benefit
of “affirming esteem and identity” along with a general satisfaction in their decision to
participate (Backer 2006, p. 193). In the TRC, there was also hope that the dehumanized
perpetrators might recover their lost humanity. Tutu often referred to the African term ubuntu to
describe the interconnectedness of all humanity, of our common humanity or equal dignity (Tutu
1999).
A nonviolent peacemaking approach helps illuminate this theme of human dignity, often in a
more attentive and deeper way than the three contemporary assessments mentioned above. For
instance, “To offer dignity” or alay dangal was the term used by many leaders of “people
power” in the Philippines. Gandhi and King each understood their nonviolent movements as reaffirming the dignity of the oppressors and oppressed. Gandhi explains that the virtue of
nonviolence realizes the good of truth, particularly the truth of us having an equally shared,
inextinguishable dignity. Scholar Michael Nagler describes violence in terms of dehumanization, and nonviolence as a humanization, which refuses to humiliate the other or the
enemy (Nagler 2005). In accord with Jesus, these thinkers understood that attention to human
dignity meant loving your enemies, with the aim of a conciliatory love that moves us toward
turning enemies into friends (Haring 1997). Thus, recognizing human dignity from this
nonviolent peacemaking approach includes, but is not centered on, respect as in a liberal
democratic approach, ensuring human rights as moral agents, and promoting emotional and
psychological healing as in Minnow’s approach. Minnow is closest to but does not yet reach the
depth and transformational potential of being open to, at times aiming toward, or even forming
friendships out of broken relationships as the way of adequately attending to human dignity.
Therefore, the nonviolent peacemaking approach more consistently includes victims, those
difficult to care for, and our so-called enemies with the aim of conciliatory love or turning them
into friends; and offers a more sturdy, i.e. as intrinsic, equally shared, and inextinguishable,
assessment of human dignity. xv This attention to human dignity often found in TRCs, and
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uniquely illuminated by a nonviolent peacemaking approach, will more likely cultivate the kind
of people and society in which a justice grounded in human dignity will prosper.
Integrative Power
A nonviolent peacemaking approach more clearly than the other rationales reveals the unique
kind of power that TRCs enact and generate. In contrast to the predominant types of power, such
as threat or exchange, an alternative type of power has inadequately been imagined and tapped
into, particularly within the practices of justice in the U.S. xvi This alternative type is integrative
power, which means to act most authentically or in accord with one’s common humanity by
attending to human needs with the sense that the power generated would bring the community
closer together in the short or long term.
The shift to a restorative justice model along with the goals of healing and reconciliation
proposed by the South African commission recognizes this integrative power that attempts to
build a lasting and just community for all people. Tutu spoke of changing the way we describe
enemies, beginning to talk to them, imagining them becoming friends, finding ways to
accommodate each other’s needs, seeking to give all a chance to begin again, and to show there
is life after and within conflict (Tutu 1998).
Nonviolent peacemaking illuminates integrative power as it seeks to communicate the truth of
one’s being, i.e. our inextinguishable dignity, by acting in accord with our common humanity.
Nonviolent peacemaking works toward justice by first appealing to the mind with conflict
resolution practices and then if necessary, appealing to the heart by a willingness to take on,
share in, and expose the suffering in the situation, even unto death. In turn, a person using
nonviolent peacemaking refuses to participate in the non-lasting or misleading power born from
the logic of humiliation or domination, which often yields or perpetuates unjust relationships,
structures, and practices.
Failing to appreciate and sufficiently implement integrative power in our practices of justice
perpetuates the adversarial, distrusting, unhealed ways of relating that limit our capacity and
willingness to grow into a more just society. Robert Schreiter (1998) argues that the way or
spirituality of reconciliation is not built on dominative power, which only returns things to their
condition previous to the trauma and violation. Reconciliation takes us to a new place, a new
way of seeing, a new way of being in relationship. For instance, the cross was an attempt to
exercise dominative power and humiliate Jesus. Yet, by Jesus’ willingness to take on and expose
the suffering in the situation of injustice, oppression and sin, the symbol of violence and death
became the symbol of reconciliation, justice and peace with the experience of his resurrection
and commissioning. Thus, such nonviolent sacrifice is refusing the logic of dominative power by
transforming power into what nonviolent peacemaking calls integrative power. (Schreiter 1998)
Willingness to Suffer
Corresponding to integrative power, the nonviolent peacemaking approach sheds light on the
theme of a willingness to suffer, which often functions in TRCs and contributes to a more just
society. In retributive-based, adversarial systems, which are common in the West and the U.S.,
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the tendency is to rely on blaming the other, avoiding suffering, and inflicting suffering on the
perpetrator, which often deepens wounds and conflict.
In TRCs the perpetrators are called on to willingly experience the discomfort and even suffering
of imaginatively entering into the chaos of their victims’ experience, along with the possibility of
various types of reparation and restitution. In contrast to the adversarial atmosphere of trials,
perpetrators receive a more cooperative space for revealing the difficult truth and accepting
responsibility. Further, the vulnerability of the victims, who tell their stories, and to a lesser
extent the sympathetic witnesses of the community who are willing to suffer with them also
illustrate this theme. The witnesses can enter into the suffering through rituals of mourning or
fasting, in part as they reflect on their own role, for instance as bystanders, in the wounds that
occurred. In turn, self-respect, respect for the other, and even empathy will more likely grow in
all actors. This growth contributes to the recognition of human dignity, human rights, respect for
law, and thus the general practices of justice.
A nonviolent peacemaking approach more thoroughly envisions and grasps this role of a
willingness to suffer in creating justice. Nonviolent peacemakers become vulnerable and take on
the suffering in the situation, in part to uplift a deep unity and interconnectedness of all being.
Drawing on Gandhi, Nagler calls this the law of suffering (Nagler 2001). This willingness to
suffer rather than inflict suffering aims toward more fully exposing the wounds of injustice and
violence, and thus, toward creating conditions for more thorough and lasting practices of justice.
Reconciliation
The democratic approach centers reconciliation on fundamental matters of political morality.
O’Neill’s rights approach explores forgiveness and love of the other, but only in the discourse of
a religious interpretation. Minnow speaks of reconciliation between social divisions and
psychological healing. The nonviolent peacemaking approach expands the scope of
reconciliation. This expansion includes 1) an emphasis on working toward friendship, and 2) on
sharing in a commissioning to work for justice and to offer one’s life for others in this work,
without humiliating, violating, and with less, if any, killing of others.
The commissioning aspect is illumined by Schreiter’s description of the four moments of
reconciliation: 1) accompaniment, 2) hospitality, 3) reconnecting, and 4) commissioning
(Schreiter 1998). Nonviolent peace teams speak of accompaniment in terms of walking with
persons, such as human rights activists, to provide an international and defusing presence. These
teams also do good offices such as rumor abatement to create a less tense and more hospitable
environment. Further, they do witnessing such as modeling nonviolence or reporting abuses to
the international community, and thus, reconnecting the troubled region to the larger community.
Finally, they do interposition or concretely put their bodies in the way of violence hoping to
create a new way of seeing the situation as one of the conditions for less violence and more
justice. It is here that the nonviolent peacemaker most clearly displays their willingness to die
without violating others or self. This type of willingness to die is similar to the way of life Jesus
modeled, which generated the commissioning of Peter to be strengthened in living a similar kind
of life and facing a similar kind of death.xvii Therefore, a nonviolent peacemaking approach
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contributes to our grasp of this richer notion of reconciliation, which TRCs have the potential to
cultivate.
Constructive Program
For this paper, a final theme, but perhaps most important theme, is how TRCs have the potential
to embody the constructive program. Gandhi coined this term to refer to social uplift in the
community, especially for the marginalized. In India, this included empowering the poor and
vulnerable through education, job training, political participation, experiments in community
living, farming, simplicity (Nagler 2006),xviii the removal of untouchability, and the promotion of
Hindu-Muslim unity (Singh 1991). A key ingredient to constructive program was the principle of
swadeshi or localism, which suggested that work on the local scene would have ripple effects on
the wider community and world (Nagler 2006). When struggling with a difficult decision, such
as how to promote justice, Gandhi says,
Recall the face of the poorest and weakest person whom you have seen, and ask yourself
if the next step you contemplate is going to be of any use to that person. Will that person
gain anything by it? Will it restore that person to a control over her or his own life and
destiny? In other words, will it lead to freedom for the hungry and spiritually starving
millions? Then you will find your doubts and yourself, melting away. (Gandhi 2002, pp.
190-191)
TRCs have participated in the constructive program as far as they contributed to reconstructing a
common narrative, healed and rebuilt trust in the community, were an open participatory process,
used rights rhetoric to reestablish the rule of law, and made recommendations for reparation and
restitution. Research on victims’ responses to the South African commission has shown that
“85% had favorable impressions about the contributions of the TRC to ensuring that human
rights abuses would not happen in the future” (Backer 2006, p. 179).
However, for the South African commission reparations often took a long time, if they happened,
or were insufficient since immense socioeconomic inequalities persist (Backer 2006, pp. 189190). Research has shown that 95% of victims believe that companies, which directly profited
from apartheid, should be required to assume compensation costs (Backer 2006, p. 179). The
story of Brian Mitchell illustrates how reparations, and thus, the constructive program could have
become more realized in the South African commission (Tutu 1998). Mitchell applied for
amnesty and asked his victims to consider forgiving him. They responded by offering
forgiveness on the condition that he helped reconstruct their damaged community. Thus, he went
and faced the community, even with their residue of intense and conflicting feelings. He agreed
to help the people return to their land and even heal their rival political parties. Most people were
thankful and friendly by the end of the visit. Tutu remarks that perhaps this kind of reparation
should have been required as a condition for amnesty. I think Tutu is on to something even if not
all perpetrators could return to the community they harmed, they could at least do some serious
community work within the country. xix If it was focused on the poor and suffering as the
constructive program would emphasize, then beyond the tangible work, a deeper work on the
perpetrator’s conscience becomes all the more likely. Not to mention the deeper work on others
who watch or are aware of the perpetrator doing this work. A nonviolent peacemaking approach
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based on virtue would be more attuned to and appreciative of this deeper work on the character
and conscience. Further, as far as nonviolent peacemaking illuminates the unity of all being as
Gandhi taught, it indicates that reparations could be enhanced in TRCs by including practices of
ecological care such as organic farming, gardening, cleaning up public areas, recycling, installing
solar panels, etc.
A nonviolent peacemaking approach based on virtue also more strongly draws our attention to
human development, which is central to Martha Nussbaum’s capabilities approach (McCarthy
2009). The central capabilities, corrected for by Lisa Cahill, offer another way of determining
adequate reparations in TRCs and enacting the constructive program (Cahill 1996; McCarthy
2009).xx Nussbaum refers to bodily health which includes adequate nourishment and shelter;
senses, imagination, and thought which include adequate education; and control over one’s
environment which includes being able to hold property, equal property rights, and the right to
seek employment on an equal basis with others (Nussbaum 2000).
In sum, a nonviolent peacemaking approach would highlight the TRCs’ constructive program
and their contribution to a more just society. The constructive program would also solidify the
justification for and offer guidance to determining adequate reparations as a mode of TRCs, and
thus, challenge TRCs to address their limits in this area.
Conclusions
I have argued that a nonviolent peacemaking approach more adequately illumines five key
elements in how TRCs have and could cultivate a richer and sustainable justice in the U.S.:
human dignity, integrative power, willingness to suffer, reconciliation, and the constructive
program. Thus, a nonviolent peacemaking approach significantly assists us in sorting through
some key arguments about TRCs, ensuring better practices of TRCs, and providing stronger
moral warrants for the notion that TRCs would contribute to a more just U.S. society. Further
research could focus on the U.S. experience with truth commissions. It should investigate how
to establish TRCs, how to make them consistent with U.S. constitutional law, and how to
determine their subject matter jurisdiction.
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Notes
i

There have been about 35 officially recognized Truth Commissions across the globe since 1974.
Members of the Ku Klux Klan and the American Nazi Party killed five marchers. The police were surprisingly
absent from the scene, which allowed the killers to escape. The Greensboro commission was initiated and
implemented by residents in the midst of official opposition from the city council. The commission found that the
police knew of these groups’ plans to provoke a violent confrontation and the strong potential for violence.
ii
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iii

There was also a Poverty Truth Commission at Union Theological Seminary, Apr. 13, 2007,
http://www.povertyinitiative.org/PTCapril2007, Bay Area Poverty Truth Commission at the Graduate Theological
Union, Apr, 10, 2008, http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2008/04/09/18491813.php
iv
The International Center for Transitional Justice argues that some truth commissions have compromised their
legacies by working in isolation from civil society and the victims, failing to work closely with other justice
officials, in particular prosecutors and judges, or submitting to the agenda of parties to peace negotiations or those
involved in making transitional pacts.
v
By “justice” I mean broadly fidelity to healthy relationship(s), which includes the more specific notions of
distributive justice, contributive justice, commutative justice, and social justice as described by David Hollenbach
2002, The Common Good and Christian Ethics, Cambridge Univ. Press, NY, NY, pp. 195-196.
vi
Citizens and officials must justify any demands for collective action by giving reasons that can be accepted by
those who are bound by the action.
vii
Reciprocity asks citizens to justify their views to one another, and to treat with respect those who make good-faith
efforts to engage in this mutual enterprise even when they cannot resolve their disagreements. Also calls for
establishing social and economic conditions that enable adults to engage with each other as civic equals.
viii
Reciprocity is understood here as “making a proportionate return for the good received.” It has special force in a
democracy, where people must cooperate. The “good received” is that others make their claims on terms that each
can accept in principle. The “proportionate return” is that each makes claims on terms that can be accepted in
principle by fellow citizens.
ix
In contrast, Elshtain argues that reconciliation is not some harmonizing of beliefs or blurring of controversies as
these authors suggest, rather it means "bringing matters into a framework within which conflicts can be adjudicated
short of bloodshed and in the name of cooperation and tolerance." Jean Bethke Elshtain 2003, "Politics and
Forgiveness" in Burying the Past: Making Peace and Doing Justice after Civil Conflict, ed Nigel Biggar,
Georgetown Univ. Press, Washington DC, p. 19.
x
Her three critiques of these trials include: first, retroactivity in that they used norms which were not previously in
place; second, politicization in that they were dependent on political actors for their resources, and thus, this
undermined impartiality; and third, selectivity in that only a small portion were charged, as some could avoid
charges by being associated closely enough to those in power.
xi
However, many were unimpressed with the amount of truth the South African TRC uncovered about their specific
case (Backer 2006).
xii
I am not suggesting that one must affirm an absolute rule against violence in order to appreciate or be persuaded
by this rationale in relation to increasing our use of truth commissions. Rather, I am using nonviolent peacemaking
more as a virtue with particular paradigmatic practices, which I think corresponds more adequately to the tradition
of peacemakers just named. Thus, those who sense some value in nonviolent peacemaking practices, such as some
advocates of limited (just) war theory, or those who at least acknowledge the insights of the freedom house study,
may find important reasons in this section for developing truth commissions as a core practice of justice.
xiii
For example, UN Declaration of Human Rights, Preamble, 1948, http://un.org/Overview/rights.html; the U.S.
National Security Strategy, 2006. http://www.whitehouse.gov/nsc/nss/2006/sectionII.html; Martha Nussbaum 2001,
Women and Human Development: The Capabilities Approach, Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, NY.
xiv
The UN doesn’t strictly define human dignity, so various groundings can be given to support it. I understand
human dignity as the inherent value arising from being given life by another, along with the capacity to love and be
loved, to reason, and to make moral choices.
xv
Particularly in contrast to those willing to use violence and thus to the U.S. trial system; A nonviolent
peacemaking approach illumines how truth commissions create a clearer conceptual space to understand dignity as
an intrinsic property, which cannot be diminished or lost, but can be forgotten or ignored, i.e. neglecting our sense
for dignity. Our practices can be more or less in accord with our intrinsic dignity or in violation of our intrinsic
dignity. Tutu's description of ubuntu, and King's sense of liberating the whites from our un-dignified behavior both
illustrate this way of thinking. Persons resorting to violence often diminish their sense for dignity by simply a)
attempting to deny the intrinsic property of dignity in others, and/or b) the idea of particular practices corresponding
with an intrinsic dignity. For instance, in trials, which result in the death penalty, the logic often goes: some actions,
like murder, cause us to diminish or even lose our dignity, i.e. a) dignity is not intrinsic; and thus, these actions can
mean we lose the right to life that dignity grounds. In turn, this logic implies that these actions are not simply in
accord or discord with our intrinsic dignity, but they actually increase or decrease our dignity. So, if I do good acts,
or have wealth, or have political power, etc. then this reasoning may argue that my dignity is more valuable than
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others. Part of cultivating a culture of violence or perpetuating the lie of violence is to claim that the notion of
neglecting dignity, i.e. forgetting, ignoring, or acting in discord with our dignity, is really equivalent to the losing or
absence of dignity itself, i.e. intrinsic dignity. For instance, a perspective congenial to using violence may reason
that if one chooses not to sense or recognize another as having dignity then this is the same as the other actually
losing or not having dignity, which then removes an important barrier to using violence against the other, e.g.
referring to others as monsters, cockroaches, or evil ones.
xvi
At present, the more common types of power are 1) threat or dominative power, i.e. of exclusion, punishment,
arrest, jail, fine, sanctions, mutually assured destruction, war, death, etc., sometimes described as “if you do not do
what I want, then I will do something you don’t want,” and 2) economic power, i.e. giving money for a product or
labor for a wage, etc., sometimes described as “if you give me something I want then I will give you something you
want.” For more information on types of power see Kenneth E. Boulding 1989, Three Faces of Power, Sage
Publications, Newbury Park, CA. Summary of book at http://www.beyondintractability.org/booksummary/10062/.
xvii
I would suggest that Schreiter's four moments create more conceptual space within which peace teams could
actually improve their effectiveness by taking them more seriously as guides.
xviii
For instance, this entailed spinning their own clothes for a sense of self-sufficiency so that they were less
dependent on British industry. CP also included the creation of parallel institutions such as national schools and
local courts. See B. R. Nanda 1965, Mahatma Gandhi: A Biography, Barron’s, Woodbury, NY, pp. 121-122.
xix
Practices of restorative justice such as family group conferencing or peacemaking circles could be methods of
creating such an action plan.
xx
Cahill challenges and extends the contribution of Nussbaum’s approach by arguing that the categories of kinship
and religion would enhance Nussbaum’s list of central capabilities, which appears to reflect a liberal bias. Also, see
my dissertation (McCarthy 2009) for further implications of this argument.
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Abstract
This research debunks the neoconservative claim that the American loss in the Vietnam War can
be attributed to a stab in the back from news media and elite protesters. The article shows: 1)
creeping disillusionment with the war started with lower classes, not upper ones; 2) even as the
U. S. public turned against the war, it retained a dislike for antiwar protesters; 3) news media
tend to resist, rather than advance, social movements and protest; and 4) secondary analysis
reveals a similar pattern of lower-class war fatigue currently is emerging regarding the
Afghanistan War. The article further suggests the oft-quoted Indexing Hypothesis needs to be
modified to note that the consensus breakdown necessary to crack mediated resistance need not
start with elites, but mediated attention to dissent likely occurs when consensus breakdown
expands enough to reach and to include elites.
Bennett (1990), as part of theoretical work in press/state relations, advanced an Indexing
Hypothesis, the notion that social movements received mediated attention and can succeed only
when elite consensus breaks down. The idea is that mediated content is “indexed” to the
acceptable range of debate among political elites. “In this ironic twist on the democratic ideal,”
he wrote, “modern public opinion can be thought of as an „index‟ constructed from the
distribution of dominant institutional voices as recorded in the mass media. By adopting such an
opinion index, the media have helped create a political world that is, culturally speaking, upsidedown. It is a world in which governments are able to define their own publics and where
„democracy‟ becomes whatever the government ends up doing” (p. 125).
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The hypothesis certainly has become what Bennett hoped it would be—namely a common
framework for those who approach news content from three differing starting points: corporate
media interests, organizational efficiency, or the socio-economic backgrounds, assumptions, and
biases of news workers (p. 123). A search of Google Scholar at the beginning of May 2010
found 506 citations of his article. Yet, for all that citation, one may need to brush off the
Indexing Hypothesis for another purpose, countering current efforts to rewrite the history of
public opinion and its influence during the Vietnam War.
The Washington Post (2000) on the 25th anniversary of the fall of Saigon editorialized that the
Vietnam War “enjoyed more public support than the blunder theorists care to remember.” The
Post’s evidence for this point was oblique and indirect, the election of Richard Nixon in 1968
and his re-election in 1972. The editorial overlooks that Nixon ran as a peace candidate in 1968
with a “secret plan” to end the war. By 1972 American ground combat troops had left, and the
issue had been reduced to bombing. The Post also expressed relief the Gulf War “cured the
armed forces of the debilitating Vietnam syndrome.”
A Vietnam Syndrome also is invoked by neo-conservatives who claim the U. S. failure is
Vietnam was not in joining the war, but in the public being misled by hostile media coverage and
the actions of naïve and juvenile protesters. Morley Safer (2003) has lamented that young
military officers are being trained based on the myth the only mistake the U.S. military made was
allowing press access. Tony Snow (2000), neoconservative and former antiwar protester
himself, used the words cowardly, bored, and narcissistic to describe antiwar protesters; he also
claimed the movement was merely “a high-minded way to dodge the draft” and “the next best
thing to a dating service.”
No “Stab in the Back” by News Media or “Elite” Protesters
The neoconservative “stab in the back” thesis has gained something of a toehold in national
recollection of Vietnam, and reconciliation of national cognitive dissonance regarding that war
and American sense of self. Rolling Stone in 1987 had Hart Associates survey people aged 1844; only the oldest members of that age bracket would have been old enough to experience the
Vietnam War personally. One in five thought “the anti-war protests and lack of support for the
war in the U. S.” as the best explanation for why the U. S. lost the war. Television news also
takes a hit in this recollection and reconciliation process. One 1988 survey (Market Opinion
Research) found 37 percent agreeing with the proposition, “The Vietnam War showed that if we
are ever again to fight a tough war, we will maintain the resolve necessary to win only if we stop
TV from bringing the horrors of combat into the living rooms of America.”
Moorcraft and Taylor (2008) dismissed the media “stab in the back” thesis. They wrote, “Few
who believe that the United States lost the war in the living rooms of middle America seem to
question how a democracy could wage war for another five years [post-Tet]—longer than U.S.
involvement in World War II—with such alleged hostile media coverage. Nonetheless, the myth
of „the Vietnam syndrome‟ has informed debates about the relationship between war and the
media ever since” (p. 214). The tendency to over-inflate the roles of both protests and news
media and to deride each as a “stab in the back” is well debunked in several historical books on
the matter (Buzzanco, 1999; DeBenedetti, 1990; and Fraser, 1988).
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A significant and growing body of scholarly work also details how generally news media tend to
retard or resist protests rather than advance them (Shoemaker, 1984). Chan and Lee (1984), in
fact, developed a protest paradigm that the more protest groups threaten the status quo, the more
harshly they will be treated by the media. Protesters face further difficulties in getting noticed by
news organizations, not being marginalized by the tendency of journalists to rely on
establishment sources, and not being caricatured or deprecated when coverage occurs (McLeod
and Hertog, 1998). Boyle, McCluskey, McLeod, and Stein (2005) conducted a content analysis
of newspaper coverage of protests, 1960 to 1999. They found that even as the protests in this
period became less “deviant” (demanding of the status quo), a high level of critical comment was
evident. They wrote, “Perhaps newspapers have become more sensitive to threats to the system,
becoming more likely to perform the function of a social control for protests that would barely
have registered as problematic just a couple of decades ago” (p. 647).
The “pampered, elite protesters” and “hostile media” theses regarding the Vietnam era already
effectively have been shown invalid by several others (Arlen, 1969; Braestrup, 1983;
Halberstam, 2003; Streitmatter, 2008). One also could note that the protest movement included a
large number of Vietnam veterans and even soldiers on active duty. Cortright (1999) tallied
antiwar sentiments during that era, using survey data in a two-volume report compiled by the
Research Analysis Corporation for the U.S. Army. It found one in four enlisted men had
participated in dissident activities, such as attending a protest or receiving an underground GI
newspaper. One in four had engaged in equipment sabotage or insubordination. Some 47
percent of the lower-ranking enlisted soldiers had been involved in some act of war resistance,
and 32 percent had done so more than once.
Loewen (1995) went so far as to fashion from public opinion on the Vietnam War an audience
test. He presented respondents with a January 1971 Gallup Poll that found 73% of all adults with
an opinion supported a congressional bill to require withdrawal of all U.S. troops by the end of
the year. He asked respondents to give their best estimate of the percentages by the college
educated, those with only a high school education, and those with only a grade school education.
Loewen wrote:
Over ten years I have asked more than a thousand undergraduates and several
hundred non-students their beliefs about what kind of adults, by education level,
supported the war in Vietnam….By an overwhelming margin—almost 10 to 1—
audiences believed that college-educated persons were more dovish…However,
the truth is quite different. Educated people disproportionately supported the
Vietnam War….These results surprise even some professional social scientists.
Twice as high a proportion of college-educated adults, 40 percent, were hawks,
compared to only 20 percent of adults with grade school educations. And this poll
was no isolated phenomenon. Similar results were registered again and again, in
surveys by Harris, NORC, and others. Way back in 1965, when only 24 percent of
the national agreed that the United States “made a mistake” in sending troops of
Vietnam, 28 percent of the grade school-educated thought so. Later, when less
than half the college-educated adults favored pullout, among the grade schooleducated 61 percent did.
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This project concentrates on public opinion of the era, and reveals that public consensus for the
war faded long before the government gave up on the war, opposition was strongest in lower not
upper classes, and the protesters never were popular, even as many in the public begrudgingly
came to concur with their position. This case study draws from my historical work regarding the
social movements of antiwar veterans during the Vietnam War era in the U.S. When I reexamined polls from the era, a clear pattern was evident. Antiwar expression first found
expression not in elites, but in the lower classes that bore the brunt of the fighting and dying.
Consensus Breakdown in the 1960s and 1970s regarding the Vietnam War
The American National Election Study in 1964, 1966, 1968, and 1970 asked about what we
should do now in Vietnam. In 1964 almost half the respondents said we should “take a strong
stand” while 38 percent opted for “keep trying to get a peaceful settlement.” Only 13.5 percent
of the respondents said “pull out entirely.”
By 1966, however, the figures for Strong Stand and Peaceful Settlement were nearly identical
(44.6 and 44.2 percent); Pull Out was just eleven percent. In 1968, after the Tet Offensive,
Strong Stand fell to 37 percent; 41 percent hoped for Peaceful Settlement, but Pull Out doubled
to 22 percent. Pull Out achieved a plurality by 1970 with 36.7 percent, 36.2 percent for Peaceful
Settlement, and 27.1 percent clinging to Strong Stand.
Public opinion showed a brief surge in war support in reaction to the January 1968 Tet
Offensive, but the change did not last long. Gallup found that two weeks after Tet 61 percent
called themselves “hawks” on the war, wanting to step up the U. S. military effort. In December
the figure was 52 percent. Seven in ten favored continued bombing of North Vietnam, up from
63 percent in October. However, in one sign of wavering, more than six in ten thought the war
would end in a compromise. Only two in ten thought the war would end in a decisive U.S.
victory. Harris found a post-Tet jump in war support from 61 to 74 percent, but six weeks later it
was down to 54 percent. In March Gallup found almost half the respondents saying it had been
an error for the U.S. to get involved in Vietnam, doubling the percent that said so in August 1965
(Zaroulis and Sullivan, 1984, pp. 155-156).
CBS News polls also documented the dramatic shift. In 1969 only one in four respondents
favored immediate withdrawal of all American troops; 67 percent opposed. By May 1970 the
percent favoring immediate withdrawal was up to 36 percent, and opposition slumped to 58
percent. By the end of the next month the numbers had swung even more; 47 percent supported
immediate withdrawal, 49 percent opposed. Further, of those who opposed immediate
withdrawal, only 29 percent, said “stick it out in Vietnam, and do whatever is necessary to win”
while nearly two-thirds wanted a gradual withdrawal, letting South Vietnam take on more of the
fighting. Among all respondents 53 percent thought “we are in a war in Asia that we can‟t get
out of” while four in ten disagreed (Chandler, 1972, p 182).
Consensus Breakdown Led by the Lower Classes
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Certainly consensus had broken down, if not outright shifted to a new position, by the late 1960s.
It‟s hard to see, however, that the breakdown overall was elite driven. I cross-tabulated the
American National Election Study results with education and discovered those with only grade
school educations were the leading war opponents. College educated respondents were the
strongest war supporters. I ran a multiple regression (Multiple R = .109, R Squared .012, Std.
Error of Estimate 2.350) on desire to withdraw from Vietnam and found strong correlations with
the lesser educated and lower income most wanting to withdraw (p = .004 and p <.001
respectively), though the measure was not statistically significant for a self-reported measure of
socio-economic standing.
The same pattern held true in a 1972 exit poll of voters leaving polling places in the Florida
primary. Overall, 79 percent of respondents opted for “mostly agree” with the statement “The
U.S. government should be moving faster to get out of Vietnam” (Meyer, 1972). This
sentiment once again was strongest among the lowest income group (87%) and the least educated
(86%). The highest income group (71%) and the college educated (75%) actually were those
slowest to decide against the war (Meyer, 1972).
Slowly growing disillusionment with the war also may be found in an April 1973 poll of
business and military elites, specifically executive vice-presidents of major United States
corporations and military officers attending the five war colleges (Russett & Hanson, 1977). Not
surprisingly, military elites thought it was correct for the U.S. to send combat troops to Vietnam,
434 to 171. Business elites tilted the opposite direction, 210 to 299. Some 286 said they‟d held
their current position since the beginning of the war, but almost as many (264) picked a year
between 1965 and 1972 when their opinion formed or changed. At least in this case study elites
were not driving the breakdown of consensus. Rather, they were trailing a lower class that had
endured the bulk of the draft, danger, and death of the war.
Backlash against Protesters Bearing Uncomfortable Reminders
By 1968 U.S. public consensus about the Vietnam War already had fractured. The following
survey results reported here were obtained from searches of the iPOLL Databank and other
resources provided by the Roper Center for Public Opinion Research, University of Connecticut.
Polling in April showed identical percentages, 41 percent calling themselves hawks, and 41
percent doves (Gallup, 1968a). In February 49 percent thought the U.S. made a mistake by
sending troops to Vietnam, compared to 42 percent who disagreed (Gallup, 1968b). Two polls in
September found the “mistake” percentage had risen to 54 in 1968 (Gallup, 1968c), then 58
percent in 1969 (Gallup, 1969a).
When the group Vietnam Veterans Against the War (VVAW) was presenting media-savvy
antiwar protests in 1970 through 1972, the problem no longer could be called elite consensus for
the war—consensus had broken down and the breakdown was not led by elites. Instead, the
VVAW ran smack into backlash and issue avoidance stemming from the cognitive dissonance
and angst the war was generating.
Late in April 1971 many Vietnam veterans threw their medals away at the U.S. Capitol in a wellcovered event called Dewey Canyon III. By that time 62 percent of poll respondents thought the
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U.S. would have to reach a compromise war settlement with the communists (Louis Harris,
1971a). Some 58 percent thought the war morally wrong (Louis Harris, 1971b). Sixty-six
percent wanted their congressmen to vote for a proposal to bring all U.S. troops should be
brought home by the end of the year (Gallup, 1971a). The public, however, clearly resented the
drumbeat of events, and especially the coverage of events, forcing those conclusions.
Antiwar protesters never were popular during this war. Early in the war only one in four
respondents thought the main protester motivations were moral opposition to war, or belief this
particular war was wrong (Louis Harris, 1965). Some 34 percent said the protesters just wanted
to demonstrate against something, 26 percent called protesters tools of communists, and 14
percent thought the main protest motivation was to avoid the draft. In 1968 two-thirds of
respondents disagreed with the proposition the demonstrators in Chicago had their protest rights
taken away unlawfully (Louis Harris, 1968) and 56 percent approved of the way Chicago Police
dealt with the young people protesting the Vietnam War (Gallup, 1968d). Some 71 percent
agreed the “country would be better off if there was less protest and dissatisfaction coming from
college campuses” (National Opinion Research Center, 1968).
In 1969 some 77 percent of poll respondents disapproved of public protests against U.S.
involvement in Vietnam. Further, 62 percent thought public protests hurt our chances of
reaching a peace settlement with North Vietnam; only 13 percent thought it helped. When
presented with Nixon‟s characterization of a silent majority and war opponents as a vocal
minority, respondents opted to think of themselves as Silent Majority as opposed to Vocal
Minority, 74 to 21 percent (CBS News, 1969; Chandler, 1972. 165-183). Eighty four percent of
white “Middle American” adult respondents thought demonstrators on college campuses had
been dealt with too leniently, the same percentage thought the same of treatment of black
militants (Gallup, 1969b).
One 1969 study of adult men posed the question, “Tell me if you think about these [nine-item
list] as violence. I don‟t mean if they lead to violence, but if you think of them as violence in
themselves.” Thirty eight percent thought of student protest as per se violence (Survey Research
Center, 1969). A 1970 survey of women found 65 percent of them somewhat or strongly
opposed to the actions and goals of student protest (Louis Harris, 1970a).
Thirty-seven percent in 1970 even thought protests against the Vietnam War should be declared
illegal (Louis Harris, 1970b). Roughly a quarter thought protests hurt our ability to deal with the
communists (Gallup, 1970). Harris (1969) phrased the question in terms of “people who picket
against the war in Vietnam” and found 59 percent calling them more harmful to American life,
only 18 percent said more helpful. President Nixon was so worried about forthcoming April
1971 protests, including antiwar veteran protests, he commissioned a poll about those protests;
65 percent of poll respondents disapproved of the demonstrations (Opinion Research
Corporation 1971a).
Blaming the messenger also took place. Six in ten said the “press and TV (television) should
never have reported statements by the soldiers because all the publicity about My Lai [massacre]
can only hurt our cause in Vietnam” (Louis Harris, 1971c). Among 310 respondents who had
heard about the Pentagon Papers, nearly four in ten disapproved the New York Times decision to
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publish the secret, retrospective report on the deceptions and errors leading to the Vietnam War.
Twenty-six percent thought the New York Times broke the law. Respondents split evenly on
whether the Times had acted responsibly (Opinion Research Corporation, 1971b). Of course, the
press always makes a good scapegoat, especially when it tells people things they‟d prefer not to
hear, read, or see (Halberstam, 2003, p 126).
At the time when protest groups were riddled with informants, the public still held a favorable
law enforcement inclination, and many actually wanted more spying on domestic protests.
Forty-one percent of the public in 1971 thought the FBI had not done enough in investigating
political and protest groups. Further, 31 percent thought it had not done enough in “having
agents or informers pose as members of militant protest groups.” For both questions only 14
percent said the FBI had gone too far (Gallup, 1971b).
Protest remained unpopular in 1972. Half the respondents to one survey (Louis Harris, 1972)
thought presidential candidate George McGovern had too many ties to radical and protest
groups; 31 percent disagreed. Nearly half the respondents to a 1973 Harris survey thought
student demonstrators who engage in protests did more harm than good; and 43 percent in the
same survey agreed with the rights-chilling statement, “All protest meetings should be reviewed
in advance by government authorities to be sure that what people are protesting is legitimate and
they will not urge others to overthrow the system.”
Two former advisers to former President Bill Clinton, William Galston and Elaine Kamarck,
contend the Democratic Party has been saddled with and continues to pay a price for being
associated with the counter-culture crowd of the 1960s (Savage, 2005). It matters little that the
protesters had stronger moral or political policy positions, their deviant status remained even as
their positions were accepted.
A similar “split verdict” on Vietnam War protesters may be found among the press and public in
the United Kingdom. Thomas (2008) analyzed the coverage, finding general alarm and a stress
on violence, threat, mobs, and hooligans. He wrote, “Press confusion, allied to concern for law
and order, also helps explain why reactions to the protests became ever more extreme, panicked
and melodramatic as the demonstrations grew in size and violence, and why they [the
newspapers] opposed the protests with growing vehemence, even though most newspapers, with
the exception of the Daily Telegraph, had come to oppose or at least question the American
involvement in Vietnam by the end of 1967” (p. 342). He also relays an NOP survey in
September 1968 with 56 percent of British respondents wanting political demonstrations banned,
while in June of the same year a Gallup survey found 51 percent agreeing with those who wanted
America to withdraw from Vietnam.
Schreiber (1976) analyzed U. S. poll data from the Vietnam protest era and concluded that the
demonstrations overall had no measurable effect on the decline in public support for the war. He
wrote “Vietnam war protesters were unpopular not because they were expressing opposition to
the war in Vietnam, but simply because of the behavior in which they were engaged; they were
dissenters, deviants, and were evaluated accordingly” (p. 230). He concluded that public opinion
was moved by other factors, such as changes in presidential policy, short-term battlefield
incidents like the Tet Offensive, and the long-term accumulation of casualties.
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I checked Schreiber‟s conclusions against the American National Election Study for the year
1968, and the points held up well. Overall, two-thirds of Americans disapproved of
demonstrations; only 7.2 percent approved of demonstrations, with the remainder having mixed
emotions depending on various conditions. More than three in every four respondents who
favored taking a stronger stand in Vietnam also disapproved of demonstrations. The figure was
two in three for those who advocated continued efforts to get a peaceful settlement. Even among
those who wanted to pull out entirely from Vietnam, slightly more than half opposed
demonstrations. Withdrawal supporters in the 1968 ANES disapproved protest meetings by
better than a two-to-one ratio over those who approved such meetings.
My further inspection of the ANES also validated that during the Vietnam War protest era (1964
to 1972) those who disapproved of demonstrations self-identified as lower on a social-class scale
(2.76 on a zero to seven scale) than those who approved of demonstrations, 2.92 on the same
scale. The same pattern held true for disapproval/approval of protest meetings, 2.66 versus 3.14.
The latter difference reached a high standard of statistical significance (t = 6.7538, d.f.. 2878, p <
.0001), but the former difference fell short of statistical significance at p = .1027. Nevertheless,
the data all trend in the same direction—opposition to the war and opposition to the protesters
and demonstrations both skewed to the lower classes.
Extension to Afghan War
These Vietnam-era findings led me to conduct secondary analyses of six recent polls about
another U.S.-led, long and divisive land war in Asia, the current struggle in Afghanistan. The six
polls from the fall of 2009 were: three from CNN, two from NBC News / Wall Street Journal,
and one from Gallup / USA Today. The three CNN polls create a clear and compelling case that
opposition to the war in Afghanistan is highest among the lower classes. Those opposed to the
war consistently had lower mean scores for education, income, and self-reported socio-economic
status. Furthermore the same pattern held when the question addressed support or opposition for
sending more troops, or seeing the Afghanistan War as comparable to Vietnam. Advocacy for
withdrawing some or all U.S. troops draws disproportionately from lower-income and lowereducation respondents (Table 1).
Both NBC questions about the war, asked in October and again in December, were scaled so one
could run simple regressions to the income and education scales. All results were statistically
significant. As income and education rose, respondents were more likely to support sending
more troops (Table 2). Gallup in September 2009 also demonstrated a clear respondent pattern
regarding President Obama and sending more troops to Afghanistan. The 461 respondents who
favored sending more troops had a mean education score of 4.08, versus a 3.73 for the 491
respondents who opposed (t = 3.5495, d.f. 950, p = .0004). Fewer respondents gave income
answers, but the 377 who did and favored more troops, scored a mean of 7.11 on an income
scale. The 363 respondents who gave income information and opposed more troops scored a
mean 6.25 on the same income scale (t = 5.0031, d.f. 738, p < .0001).
Conclusions and Discussion
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The neo-conservative efforts to rewrite history and to propagate the “hostile media” and
“pampered, elite protesters” themes seem to run on their own momentum, immune from data that
show both to be false. During the mid-1990s Defense Department officials and President Bush
repeatedly complained the public only gets “bad news” about the Iraq and Afghan wars (Hall,
2004). Aday (2010) conducted content analyses of NBC Nightly News and Special Report with
Brit Hume on Fox News, concluding both actually had underplayed bad war news from both
wars—and that Fox in particular had been sympathetic to the administration and its war effort.
Pilger (2009) put the neoconservative rewrite in proper context when he wrote, “In the wake of
the US invasion of Vietnam, in which at least three million people were killed and their oncebountiful land ruined and poisoned, planners of future bloodfests invented the „Vietnam
syndrome‟, which they identified perversely as a „crisis of democracy‟. The crisis was that the
„general population threatened to participate in the political system, challenging established
privilege and power‟. Afghanistan and Iraq now have their syndromes.”
Those syndromes are, of course, mythologies, ones likely designed both to misdirect blame for
any errors and to ease the case for future wars. This research has debunked most of the
contentions within these syndromes and their “stab in the back” claims. Others have shown that
news media often are hostile, not helpful, to antiwar protests. This research project, combined
with that of others, shows that antiwar sentiment, at least in the cases of both Vietnam and
Afghanistan, was strongest among those in the lower-education and lower-income strata, not any
pampered elites.
One question for future research brings this work back where it started, a needed clarification to
the Indexing Hypothesis. The clarification is that consensus breakdown needn‟t start with elites.
However, it seems reasonable that mediated attention will peak and mediated sympathy for
protest will emerge when policy doubt reaches elites. This case study leaves to others those
tallies of mediated attention and correlations related to public opinion, but the re-examined poll
data can direct researchers to productive tracks and away from the neoconservative effort to
rewrite history.
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Table 1. CNN Polls, Afghan War, Fall 2009, Means by Education, Income, and SES.
(Oct. 2009) Favor or Oppose the War in Afghanistan?
Scale
Education*

Mean
3.19
2.88

N
485
523

Std. Dev.
T
.891
5.2870
.965

Favor
Oppose

Income**

5.72
4.82

420
463

1.995
2.198

Favor
Oppose

SES***

2.20
2.48

484
526

1.076
1.084

Favor
Oppose

d.f.
1006

p
<.0001

6.3482

881

<.0001

4.115

1008

<.0001

(Oct. 2009) Favor or Oppose Sending More Troops?
Favor
Oppose

Education

3.14
2.92

492
510

.906
.968

3.7113

1000

.0002

Favor
Oppose

Income

5.72
4.83

419
458

2.027
2.173

6.0191

875

<.0001

Favor
Oppose

SES

2.21
2.47

491
513

1.074
1.091

3.8036

1002

.0002

(Oct. 2009) View Afghanistan War as Part of War on Terror or Separate?
Favor
Oppose

Education

3.11
2.86

365
160

.931
.948

2.7152

523

.0068

Favor
Oppose

Income

5.49
4.65

315
145

2.086
2.162

3.9666

458

<.0001

Favor
Oppose

SES

2.30
2.48

366
163

1.090
1.062

1.7675

527

.0777

(Oct. 2009) View Afghanistan War as Like the War in Vietnam?
Vietnam
Education
Not Vietnam

2.88
3.18

526
481

.969
.886

5.1116

1005

<.0001

Vietnam
Income
Not Vietnam

4.95
5.58

456
425

2.181
2.076

4.3848

879

<.0001
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Vietnam
SES
Not Vietnam

2.45
2.21

530
480

1.075
1.082

3.5323

1008 .0004

(Nov. 2009) Favor or Oppose the War in Afghanistan?
Favor
Oppose

Education

3.17
3.01

478
500

.892
.939

2.7296

976

.0065

Favor
Oppose

Income

5.83
5.14

416
454

2.061
2.182

4.7841

868

<.0001

Favor
Oppose

SES

2.32
2.43

478
500

1.105
1.105

1.5562

976

.12

(Nov. 2009) If Barack Obama decides to send about 34-thousand additional U.S. troops to
Afghanistan, would you favor or oppose that decision?
Favor
Oppose

Education

3.16
2.97

552
443

.894
.956

3.2302

993

.0013

Favor
Oppose

Income

5.81
5.04

488
399

2.063
2.188

5.3810

885

<.0001

Favor
Oppose

SES

2.31
2.47

552
443

1.085
1.126

2.2732

993

.0232

(Nov. 2009) If Obama decided to send a smaller number of additional U. S. troops, would you
favor or oppose that decision?
Favor
Oppose

Education

3.17
3.01

478
500

.892
.939

2.7296

976

.0065

Favor
Oppose

Income

5.57
5.04

388
492

2.191
2.132

1.4331

878

.1522

Favor
Oppose

SES

2.31
2.45

429
560

1.108
1.105

1.9723

987

.0489

(Dec. 2009) Favor or oppose the U. S. war in Afghanistan?
Favor
Oppose

Education

3.09
2.89

528
591

.961
1.135

3.1613

1117

.0016

Favor
Oppose

Income

6.01
5.31

538
591

2.268
2.449

4.9682

1127

<.0001
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Favor
Oppose

SES

2.45
2.59

524
583

1.148
1.125

2.0474

1105

.0409

(Dec. 2009) Regardless of how you feel about the war in general, do you favor or oppose
President Obama‟s plan to send about 30,000 more U. S. troops to Afghanistan?
Favor
Oppose

Education

3.07
2.86

732
408

1.020
1.113

3.2242

1138

.0013

Favor
Oppose

Income

5.98
5.13

732
408

2.322
2.417

5.8385

1138

<.0001

Favor
Oppose

SES

2.47
2.60

725
403

1.141
1.116

1.8480

1126

.0649

(Oct. 2009) Keep same number of troops, withdraw some, or withdraw all?
(Education)
Keep Same
Withdraw Some
Withdraw All

Mean N
3.21
97
2.97 171
2.76 233

Std. Dev.
.776
.973
1.009

ANOVA
Sum Squares = 14.549, d.f.=2
Mean Square 7.275, Fisher F
value = 7.963, p < .0001

(Income)
Keep Same
Withdraw Some
Withdraw All

Mean N
5.16
88
5.04 156
4.54 207

Std. Dev.
2.133
2.236
2.129

ANOVA
Sum Squares = 33.865, d.f.=2
Mean Square 16.932, Fisher F
value = 3.604, p = .028

(SES)
Keep Same
Withdraw Some
Withdraw All

Mean N
2.37
98
2.33 171
2.61 235

Std. Dev.
1.116
1.106
1.062

ANOVA
Sum Squares = 8.936, d.f.=2
Mean Square 4.468, Fisher F
value = 3.777, p = .024

* Education scaled: 1 Never finished high school, 2 High School Graduate, 3 Some College, 4
College Graduate.
** Yearly Income scaled: 2 Less than $25,000; 3 $25,000 to $30,000; 4 $30,000 to $40,000; 5
$40,000 to $50,000; 6 $50,000 to $75,000; 7 $75,000 to $100,000; 8 $100,000+.
*** Socio-Economic Status scaled: 1 very upscale, 2 upscale, 3 downscale, 4 very downscale.
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Table 2. NBC/WSJ, Afghan War, Fall 2009, Regressions by Education and Income.
NBC Oct. 2009, Support/Opposition* to Increasing Troop Levels by Education**
R2

Res. Sum Sq. df

Mean2

.019

3105.415

3.493

889

F
17.474

Beta

t

-.139 -4.180

p
<.0001

NBC Oct. 2009, Support/Opposition to Increasing Troop Levels by Income***
R2

Res. Sum Sq. df

Mean2

.040

3491.359

4.668

748

F
31.567

Beta

t

-.201 -5.618

p
<.0001

NBC Dec. 2009, Support/Opposition to Increasing Troop Levels by Education
R2

Res. Sum Sq. df

Mean2

.027

3252.351

3.520

924

F
25.271

Beta

t

-.163 -5.027

p
<.0001

NBC Dec. 2009, Support/Opposition to Increasing Troop Levels by Income
R2

Res. Sum Sq. df

Mean2

.044

3529.442

4.401

802

F
37.124

Beta

t

-.210 -6.093

p
<.0001

* Support/Opposition scaled: 1 strongly support, 2 somewhat support, 3 somewhat oppose, 4
strongly oppose.
** Education scaled: 1 Grade School, 2 Some High School, 3 High School Graduate, 4 Some
college but no degree, 5, vocational training or two-year college, 6 Four-year college bachelor‟s
degree, 7 Some postgraduate work but no degree, 8, Two or three years‟ postgraduate work, 9
Doctoral/law degree.
*** Income scaled: 1, less than $10,000; 2, $10,000 to $20,000; 3, $20,000 to $30,000; 4,
$30,000 to $40,000; 5, $40,000 to $50,000; 6, $50,000 to $75,000; 7, $75,000 to $100,000; 8,
$100,000+.
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NORMATIVE DIALOGUE IN A MULTI-CULTURAL COMMUNITY: AN
ANALYTICAL AND PRACTICAL MODEL
Abstract
Communication allows for the transformation from divergence to coexistence, and thus, it is
imperative for community building. Furthermore, the unity and potency of every human
community hinges upon the quality of communication among the people who compose it:
prosperity or decay is stipulated by the members‟ skills to interact with one another. The concept
of community is manifold and various disciplines understand it in different manners. This paper
is closer to the sociological approach, which identifies two major criteria for the existence of a
viable human community: relationship of reciprocal influence, and commitment which rests on a
set of shared values and norms (Etzioni, 1996). This paper heuristically and generically describes
community as any kind of human collectivity regardless of size, developmental stage or vitality.
The main thesis introduced here is that the future of a human community could be guaranteed
only by maintaining a balance between particular volitions and collective responsibility. Such
balance is established through normative dialogue and discourse based on constructive
communication. The Israeli society, as a one rifted by ideological and moral conflicts, must
develop a culture of dialogue in order to survive.
Communication Patterns: Discourse and Dialogue
Communication is vital to the prosperity and survival of any human community. It is so central
to societal life that it can be declared with a high degree of certainty that the value of the
community depends for better or worse on the quality of communication among its members.
This assertion yields a significant distinction between two types of communication: destructive
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and constructive. The former is characterized by noises, fog, discord and other obstacles and
difficulties along the interaction channels. Such disturbances may be structural (technical
defaults, incompatible means), functional (inaptitude, inexperience) or contextual (cultural
disparities, wrong timing). They could be systematic or disorganized, frequent or sporadic,
planned or spontaneous. In any case, this kind of communication is restricted and damaging
because the transmitted message is not identical to the received one. Thus, a breach of
understanding is created followed by an imminent mistrust, which renders cooperation and
coexistence arduous indeed. Constructive communication is the opposite model. It is
characterized by transparency and fluency, unabated exchange of information and genuine desire
on both sides to understand each other. As a result of the successful practice of transmission,
trust and confidence are reciprocally attained. This is the cornerstone for the foundation of every
human gathering, whether for temporary, short-term objective or a promethean goal of sound and
better life.
The process of communication in a human community can be achieved in several ways. One of
the most challenging and rewarding is interaction through discourse. The definition used here is
inspired by Thompson et al. (1990), and relates to discourse as a set of claims and counter-claims
which refers to the diagnosis and prognosis of a certain sociopolitical issue. A claim consists of
an account, an image or an analogy capable of persuasion by appealing to reasoning, emotion or
faith. Every discourse includes packages of contending arguments vying for listeners‟ support.
The elucidation and articulacy of the argumentation process are heightened during conflict and
disagreement. A position invigorates a counter position and rival stands galvanize and intensify
each other the more polemic they are. Speakers on both sides of the divide endeavor to form
dichotomies or fault lines that would establish the discourse field and draw the boundaries. The
more successful in this task gains the advantage in setting the agenda and determining the
discourse direction.
Speakers are players who create or participate in written or spoken dialogue. They can be
individuals as well as collectives. Speakers develop a variety of strategies to set up expedient
positions in their quest to dominate the dialogue. Such techniques can be, for example, shifting
from the specific and practical to the principal and general, and thereby, acquiring broader
sympathy and understanding; adjusting the scope and emphases of the discussion to the needs
and interests of the attentive audience; or attempting to be congenial and consenting regarding
traditional values, symbols or behavior and thus, isolating the other side in a non-consensus
position. An effective discourse hinges upon a delicate balance between the accurate analysis and
identification of the issue (diagnosis) and the supply of a suitable solution (prognosis). In other
words, adjusting claims to audience‟s volitions will render the entire discourse efficient and
resonant with the environment (Snow & Benford 1988).
Discourse can be contentious or agreeable: it can be conducted as a debate or as a dialogue. In
the former, the participants promote a confrontational attitude and they aspire to win over the
dispute in order to prove themselves right. Communication would be deficient and hostile, where
each side attempts to fool, outsmart and outrage the other in order to set him off balance and
score more points. This is a typical zero-sum situation, in which the advantage of one is
automatically at the expense of the other. At times, harsh debates might deteriorate to violence
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and even to curtailment of communication and disengagement. Dialogue, on the other hand,
encourages constructive communication of transparency and trust. This enables a win-win
scenario where all sides can gain. Debates and dialogues differ in more than one sense: debaters
strive to uphold their side and downplay the other‟s while dialogue attempts to listen and
understand the other; debate juxtaposes established and prearranged countering arguments
whereas dialogue is based on flexibility and openness toward the other; debate is declaratory and
unidirectional while dialogue is interactive. Finally, debate is ostensibly resolute and unyielding
on each side whereas dialogue does not shy away from hesitation, doubts and re-evaluation
(Pearce & Littlejohn 1997).
Ultimately, dialogue can be either procedural or normative but not necessarily in a mutuallyexclusive way. The normative one, however, is essential to sustain a human community. These
trends of interactions in a human community are summarized in the “Lego-Monster” model
below:

Community

Destructive

Communication

Constructive

Discourse

Contentious

Agreeable

Debate
Disengagement

Violence

Dialogue
Procedural

Normative

The “Lego-Monster” model: Interactions in a Human Community
Dialogue as an agreeable discourse stems from constructive communication, which is
characteristic of conflict resolution processes. This is an adverse orientation to destructive
communication which is typical during conflict. The leading purpose in conflict is to win and get
what ever is in dispute on the expense of the opponent. Conflict resolution becomes an option
once the rivaling sides recognize the futility of confrontation and their inability to materialize
their interests through quarrelling. While communication in conflict is based on defective
channels, noises and disturbances, misconceptions, cultural differences and lingual disparities,
communication during conflict resolution represents the opposite of all these obstructions. It tries
to secure flowing and translucent back and forth message exchange. Unlike conflict, where the
name of the game is deluding and pulling the rug under a rival‟s feet in order to obtain
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advantage, in conflict resolution there is a totally different end result: aiming to understand the
other and thus attenuating the comprehension gaps and verifying an authentic and honest flow of
information.
Moving from conflict to conflict resolution requires several adjustments and modifications to
enable a situation whereby dialogue can commence (Peleg 1997). First, it is essential to change
the attitude toward the other from hostility and derision to dignity, tolerance and caring. The
negative approach toward our opponents is a corollary of the strategy of conflict (Schelling
1968), which states that the prospect of winning grows with defiance, solidarity and commitment
to the cause. The most efficient and rapid way for such cohesion processes is the denigration and
de-legitimating of the rival. This is the cognitive-psychological dimension of conflict, where all
the negative images, labeling and prejudice are accumulated (Mitchell 1981; Burton 1990;
Kriesberg 1998). When the opponents decide to embark on the conflict resolution path and
embrace constructive communication, they first must endeavor to cultivate positive images of
one another instead of the disparagement and slander they advocated earlier. This is not a simple
assignment especially when the conflict was ongoing and protracted, in which negative images
were inculcated for an extended period of time. Hence, the first mission on hand is to build trust.
Infamously, the crux of all reconciliation is mutual mistrust (Ramsbotham, Woodhouse & Miall
2006; Pruitt & Kim 2004). Perceiving the other as a partner rather than as an evil schemer,
recognizing his fears, sensitivities and desires and then aligning them with our interests is a
major challenge which necessitates dignity, tolerance and caring towards the prior enemy. Such a
shift in attitude demands listening to the other which is the ultimate precondition for dialogue.
Another venue to approach dialogue is the realization that every conflict is a form of
interdependence, where the protagonists are jointly entrapped and only together can they escape
their common predicament (Lewicki & Saunders 2000). The sense of shared destiny in conflict is
turning into a shared purpose, which is a promising basis for a cooperative and good willed
dialogue. Acknowledging interdependence as a setting for conflict ushers in one of the salient
catalysts of conflict resolution, namely separating the people from the problem (Fisher & Ury,
1981). This principle emerges from the observation that each side blames its rival for the dispute;
conflict would have never erupted had not the other existed. In such a view, a total identification
is forged between the other and the problem, and responsibility is altogether attributed to the
enemy. Awareness of interdependence contributes to the effort of severing the actors from the
problem and neutralizes the trap of dodging accountability. Then, the rivals of old can isolate the
problem and unite in tackling it. Consequently, the ground for dialogue is set.
The successful transformation from conflict to conflict resolution entails getting rid of old habits.
Confrontation relies on incentives which prod the belligerents on and inspire their courage and
commitment. These characteristics are inappropriate to conflict termination, but still, they are
very difficult to forego. Notwithstanding, they must be given up to allow for dialogue to
commence. They are the urge to subjugate the opponent, the desire to prove ourselves right or
superior, the insistence on revenge and the temptation to outwit the enemy. It is highly
recommended to feel secured and content and not cheated, exploited or duped to the negotiation
table. Such concessions trigger a self reflection process, which can be incredibly useful to
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warrant a fruitful dialogue. During such practice, the actor asks himself or herself, “What do I
actually want? What is my interest? How would dialogue benefit me more than conflict?”
The main features that distinguish between conflict and dialogue are summarized in the
following table:
Dialogue

Conflict

Constructive Communication
Purpose: to understand and interpret
messages of other.
Attitude of dignity, caring and tolerance
to other.
Attentive and open to other.
Trust.
Conflict as interdependence: nobody to
blame. All suffer, thus we will salvage
each other.
The means: Cooperation (win-win game).

Destructive Communication
Purpose: to disturb and thwart the
messages of other.
Attitude of intolerance, uncaring and
apathy to other.
Inattentive and suspicious to other.
Mistrust.
Conflict as dependence: the other is to
blame, we suffer. Thus, we will salvage
ourselves.
The means: vanquishing the other (zerosum game)
Positive images of other: partner, reliable, Negative images of other: demon, evil,
responsible.
schemer, threat.
The problem is isolated.
The problem is the other.
Incentives: urge to compromise, search
Incentives: urge to win, prove our point,
for just solution, self reflection.
revenge, frustration, insecurity.

Normative Dialogue: The Key to a Substantial Community
A community which aspires for substantiality must develop a shared understanding of the good
and a normative system to support such agreement. This is the ultimate premise upon which a
substantive community can and should cultivate its existence and growth. The significance of the
good as the quintessence of coexistence may be variously perceived in a heterogenic context
such as an immigrant society. To confer meaning on the abstract ideal called the virtue (the
extent of the good), establishing an agreed and respected set of norms and values, shared by the
majority in the community is imperative. This is an entirely different basis for community
building than other motivations for assembling together, such as social contract, economic
calculations or political and administrative coercion. The latter are models of rational consent
which are based on practical assessments and tactical procedures whether to join or exit a
community1.
1

Many writers are affiliated with the Social Contract school, albeit with major differences in emphasis and nuance.
From Locke, Rousseau and Hobbes to Olson, Habermas and Rawls and many others between them, the notion of
amassing into a civil society as a result of rational accordance was and remained popular not as an actual historic
event but as a theoretical concept. The principles and merits of the social contract were changing from writer to
writer according to the time and socio-political context of each thinker.
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The guiding principle for members of such communities is how their individual interests are best
incorporated with the interests of the group. This is a stipulated approach of joining a community
pending upon certain beneficial circumstances and conditions at a certain point in time. In such a
model of community formation, groups and individuals cohere due to procedural or technical
processes that can range from uniformly enforced rules to voting or deliberating regulations.
Eventually, such a community survives owing to the meticulous and delicate synergy of
individual interpretations to the idea of the good. What takes place is an intricate process of
accumulated individual priorities adding up into one single collective scale. This arrangement
endures as long as its particular adherents feel that their interests are rewarded2. Dialogue
administered in similar conditions and understanding is called a procedural dialogue.
In a substantive community, where affiliation hinges on collective identity rather than on a
temporal convergence of needs, members are guided by normative precepts by which they are
abided and obligated. The more the overall value system is credible and acceptable, the less
necessity there is to establish rules and regulations in order to maintain communal allegiance.
But this logic entails an elementary dilemma: how can such a normative order be successfully
crafted in order to resonate with all the various groups that make up a society? How can
divergent belief systems be reconciled into one solid framework encompassing all members?
Surely, each group would rather practice its own familiar set of values and let other groups
undergo a transition and adjust. The answer to this genuine concern is twofold: a) Constituting a
normative core, a kind of basic moral platform consisting of essential values that each founding
member group can agree on without sacrificing any of its original principles. b) Such a
community must develop skills of a normative dialogue to sustain itself.
A normative core: values are mostly abstract and subjective. They are also by their nature
essentially contested concepts (Connolly, 1983), or in other words, highly ambivalent and
potentially divisive and conflict-ridden. For example, one‟s notion of justice is another‟s
injustice and my understanding of equality may disturb yours, whereas others‟ perceptions of
freedom might spell suppression to me. Conceivably, these are culture and circumstance-bound
ideas. They are shaped and stipulated by contingencies and transient needs. When a new
community is established, each member group approaches the newly formed assembly with its
existing and familiar normative package hoping to maintain and cultivate them under the new
arrangement. If the moral dowry blends well with other normative legacies of founding
members, the community is up to a smooth start and the convergence process will be relatively
uncomplicated. However, such a scenario is rare because values form identities and create
unique and exclusive meaning to each group and thus, compromising them or adjusting to
others‟ moral principles becomes incredibly unlikely.

2

This approach is drastically shaken by the Arrow Paradox, in which Nobel Prize winner, economist Kenneth
Arrow mathematically demonstrates that priorities of disparate individuals cannot linearly add up even though these
priorities may be totally consistent and rational. Thus, in public decision-making, it is impossible to ordinarily tally
the interests and volitions of all the people into a coherent general will. Arrow's conclusions are still controversial in
part but were pioneers in topics such as voting behavior, decision-making and welfare policy. For more details see
Arrow (1970).
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This complexity is augmented even further in an immigrant society, which is by definition a
multi-cleavages society (Hurwitz & Lissak, 1991), coalescing under a single roof disparate
groups with dissimilar characteristics and incompatible interests. Each group endeavors to
uphold its original values as safe-guards to preserve its authentic distinctiveness in the face of the
impending merger. The process of blending a divergence of value-systems into a coherent unity
can hardly be harmonious. Any attempt to force them together or coerce some under the
authority of others ventures the creation of irremediable hostilities and rendering divergent
values outright contradictory. The most viable remedy to such predicament is to establish a
normative core: a narrow but solid nucleus, which will include only the basic values contiguous
to the normative standards of all participants. A normative core is the mechanism which enables
the construction of a multi-cultural society (Nachtomy 2003; Mautner et al. 1998).
Multiculturalism can be understood in two dimensions: the objective-descriptive, which
underlines the existence of more than one culture within the jurisdiction of a unified
sociopolitical entity, and the subjective-normative, which depicts attitude and reference toward
the other and the different. The former is of lesser significance: it merely supplies analytical
distinctions and perhaps some illustrations of putative dilemmas and tight spots. The latter is
more noteworthy since cultural frictions which escalate to conflicts express themselves mainly
on the symbolic and ritualistic levels (Kurzer 1988). Accordingly, the major contention in a
multicultural setting is usually grappling with the question: which of the contending cultures
would ultimately prevail over all others and transform its individual tradition, routines and lifestyle to those adopted by the entire community? Which group would obtain superiority at the
expense of all others? The normative dimension suggests a modus vivendi for tension reduction
and attenuating hostilities. It presents recognition of ethical and moral parity between all cultures
regardless of historical heritage, size or duration as the only viable foundation for
multiculturalism. Such acknowledgment of the legitimacy of each culture involves also the
realization that culture is self defined and accordingly, every group feeling affinity and cohesion
with certain symbols, rituals or customs may proclaim itself a separate cultural entity (Laitin
1988).
Accepting multiculturalism as such might be painful to a dominant culture, that aspires to expand
authority and influence throughout its sovereign territory. Recognizing multiculturalism is
translated under these circumstances as openness, tolerance and approval of foreigners as
partners to a common destiny. To the assertive-realist actor of the nationalistic age, who
painstakingly forged a coherent national identity around well crafted mythologies and recycled
historical narratives, this option would be hard to swallow. Societies which achieved nationhood
at a relatively late stage would find the multicultural model even less palatable. If those societies
happen to be immigrant societies, an internal growing strain might develop as a contrast between
the desire of the forefathers to ascertain superiority and the necessity to absorb newcomers as
equal members of the community. Liberal democracy‟s greatest challenge is to overcome this
strain that might, if not attended, debilitate the community and expedite its demise.
There are several reasons why the importance of equality as the kernel of the multiculturalism
model cannot be underestimated. First, a heterogenic community which boasts ethnic, religious
or national variety would not function effectively and would not last without a sense of
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affiliation, solidarity and reciprocal commitment. Such characteristics cannot prosper on spurious
camaraderie; they flourish on mutual respect, the appreciation of difference and the equal
opportunity for each group to autonomously thrive. Any minority to be unfairly treated by the
political center would become hostile and non-cooperative and its affiliation with the community
would weaken. Second, the general political culture in such community would be based on
intolerance, hostility and unsettled tensions. Such climate would inevitably result in violence and
self destruction. The fundamental service each administration is bound to give its citizenry—
existential security—would be irreparably damaged and consequently, the government‟s
reputation and legitimacy. Third, in the 21st century reality in which migration and relocation are
the most prevalent demographic phenomena, every community on earth consists of more than a
single culture. In other words, all societies today are multicultural and hence, value-based
appreciation and preparedness toward multiculturalism are of an essence. Normative assessment
of multiculturalism means understanding the impending situation and preempting potential
complications in due time. One such preemptive move is to construct a decentralized power
system. A multi-rifted community that aspires to be multicultural should develop a decentralized
structure with a small but potent center containing a joint normative core encircled by several
thriving and culturally autonomous peripheries. Such a model would be an abomination for the
centralistic nation-state, but hopefully, as the nationalistic paradigm wanes and its grip on the
various minorities within its jurisdiction diminish, the decentralized model of multiculturalism
would become more viable. The advent of the model and its normative core can be expedited by
normative dialogue.
Earlier, normative dialogue was introduced and defined. The following is a depiction of how it
might work. A normative core composed of key moral concepts of its constitutive cultures, is not
formed instantly or automatically; it requires a long-term scrupulous and rigorous effort. Every
group clings to its own values and beliefs for they epitomize the unique identity of the
congregation which is, therefore, reluctant to forego any of them. However, the gist of the
normative core idea is that no faction would be able to include all of its principles at the core,
and even those which are incorporated into the nucleus would surely be integrated or
„contaminated‟ by values of other factions. A facilitating factor in trying to cope with the
demanding task of establishing a normative core might be to change the unit of analysis in
understanding the process of community building from the individual to the collective. The
classical theories of integration and community formation are based mostly on individual
calculations: is it worthwhile for me to join or will I get along in the new environment. This logic
leads to contractual commitment of each individual to the group and every new member is
provisional: once an individual contravenes the rules of the community he or she might be
ostracized, or if the community reneges on its promise, there is a pretext for the individual to
leave. Even the most liberal thinker of the social contract theorists, John Rawls (1921-2002),
advocated community building according to the principles of justice and fairness, and in order to
protect them he suggested that the representatives of each faction should wrap themselves up
with a „veil of ignorance‟ toward the socio-economic disparities around them. He believed that
eventually the contract with the community is individual (1971; 1993). But relying solidly on
individual judgments as vouching for unison and concord, rational and prudent as they might be,
and entrusting community moral strength on ad-hoc consent for this or that cause would lead to a
situation whereby “half the society would be lawyers drafting contracts (or trying to wriggle out
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of them)” (Etzioni 1996, p 94). Social stability and order, which also guarantee fairness must
therefore be based on communal norms shared by all or by the majority, and commitment of
individuals rests not on the validity of contract or fear of sanction but on the power of identifying
with collective values.
What would the negotiation on the normative core look like? What sort of discussion is suitable
for the representatives of the various factions to engage in to plan together a common future? In
the last three decades the most popular democratic discourse (at least in the eyes of academics
and intellectuals) has been the deliberative one, marked by a free and rational discussion on the
principle of community coexistence (Habermas 1976, 1990, 1993; Selznick 1992; Elster 1998).
But deliberative discourse is problematic and basically incapable of forming a normative core
due to several reasons: 1) It is difficult to find anyone who is endowed with pure analytic and
rational thinking with abundant knowledge and unlimited access to sources of information; 2) In
many instances where a deliberative discourse does take place, delegates do not espouse their
own autonomous stands but they speak for those who sent them, and thus they are bounded by a
particular agenda without much discretion or personal judgment, and 3) A large portion of the
issues discussed are irrational to begin with; they are emotional, moral and, as such, not
necessarily logical. The assertion that an objective, poised, and controlled discourse on the nature
and rules of the community is possible, is pretentious and incredible. Could a discussion on gay
rights, abortion or child abuse really be calmly and judiciously handled?
The opposite pole to the astute and considerate dialogue is the frontal confrontation between
contending cultures and the attempt of each side to brutally take over the shared public space.
The highest and most intense level of such hostile interaction is cultural war (a calque use of the
German Kulturkampf) (Mansbridge 1980; Hunter 1991; Peleg 2002). In such a collision there are
hardly any winners, and coexistence between rivaling faction is implacably ruined. The
motivation to salvage the community diminishes and each faction is preoccupied with its own
survival at the expense of the other. Communication becomes destructive and unreliable and
animosity replaces cooperation. In between those two extremities stands the possibility of
normative dialogue. This is the option that inspires coexistence as a top priority; an option that
recognizes the dignity and needs of the other, and that endeavors to solve disagreements
graciously and sensibly and translate them into a better shared future.
The Rules of Normative Dialogue
Normative dialogue is not erratic or arbitrary. It has very distinct and persistent rules-of-thegame, but they assume the procedural, protocol-type guise of contractual bargaining. One of
these rules is to employ a super-ordinate value to reconcile between incompatible values of each
group. It is of essence especially when the negotiating sides are stuck in a cyclical argumentation
of value versus value. Goodin (1989) demonstrates how super-ordinate value can work in a
normative dialogue in his study of disagreement on smoking in a community. At first it seems
that the conflict is insolvable: each group is entrenched in its position for and against smoking.
But when the value of liberty is introduced into the equation and the principle that the freedom of
one cannot supersede the freedom of another, the quarrel subsides. Agreeing on liberty as an
overarching value enables the negotiators to move from the abstract to the practical and save
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their community. This is akin to switching from position (yes smoking, no smoking) to interests
(we respect each other‟s freedom of choice, let‟s think of where and when smoking could be
possible without infringing on anyone‟s indulgence). Goodin is of course influenced John
Stewart Mill‟s classic work On Liberty (1859) in modern attire and a clear revalidation of his
conclusion and recommendations.
Another vital rule in normative dialogue is the a-priori recognition that all the discussants belong
to the same community regardless of the severity and scope of disagreement or the consequences
of the resolution. The ultimate point that all must agree upon is the reaffirmation of the
community‟s existence and that its disintegration is not an option. If this stipulation is clarified in
advance, it affects not only the possible results but also the atmosphere and the process leading
to the outcome. From this, other rules follow: to refrain from assailing the central values and
beliefs of any other group and to avoid demonizing or disparaging others‟ positions or opinions.
These are two sides of the same coin: the former is direct interaction with the other, whereas the
latter is the dissemination of negative attitude about the other among our people. Both rules
necessitate a lot of forbearance and patience to uphold, especially amid the fervor and
vehemence value-laden issues often invoke.
In principle, the simplistic black-and-white vision and arguments formed in absolute terms are
mitigated in normative dialogue. More complicated attitudes are expressed and more
sophisticated perspectives are employed when a keen desire to reach out and know the other
exists. Participants of the normative dialogue cease thinking in dichotomies of „we‟ versus
„them‟, „good‟ versus „bad‟ or „right‟ versus „wrong‟ and begin considering relative viewpoints
which weigh some values in relation to other values (Tannen 1999). This is a shift which
involves kindness and openness to others and leads to one more rule of normative dialogue: at
times, it is advisable to leave certain topics outside of the discussion. They might be too tender
and too painful to discuss and their mentioning might adversely affect the proceedings. It would
be more advantageous to accentuate commonalities and shared goals than to dwell on the
divisible. The congenial atmosphere of the normative dialogue inspires terminology and images
as well. They are less belligerent and antagonistic and more sympathetic to grievances and
concerns (Glendon 1991). One more important feature inside the normative dialogue toolbox is
persuasion, whereby people, who never thought much of a specific value and certainly never
embraced it, learn to appreciate and accept it. Such a change of attitude is aided by education and
leadership, two communication channels which exert immeasurable non-violent and noncoercive influence. Education for values and normative leadership are two regulatory systems
which ought to be recognized in a community that allows normative dialogue. This is where the
pool of apt mediators and facilitators are to be located when dialogue hits a snag. The contents of
education for the normative dialogue community and the quality of leadership should be based
on participatory and pluralism, and imposition of ideas, texts and thoughts must be forbidden
(Daft 1999; Goleman et al. 2002).
Within the normative dialogue, Etzioni (1996, p 228) distinguishes between process normative
and value normative. The former, much like procedural dialogue, focuses on the way the parties
congregate and how they communicate with one another in their attempts to reach a common
ground. But unlike the procedural models of the social contract vein which are rational and
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individual in their nature, the normative process dialogue is about moral principles that underline
means, not goals. Habermas, like other philosophers who for ages explored and debated the
meaning of virtue—the quality of the good—the quintessential normative precept of the
community, defines it as the normative rightness. To reach an agreement on the full meaning of
this term participants of the deliberation should abide by several rules: nobody is excluded from
partaking; every argument is refutable; any value-laden issue can be raised provided that the
speaker honestly believes in that value, and none of these rules can be arbitrarily annulled
(Habermas 1990, p 24). This is, therefore, a dialogue which concerns normative ends, but its
essence is the techniques employed to accomplish those objectives. Similarly, Ackerman (1989)
advocates normative accommodation by calling for conversational restraint in practicing
normative dialogue. By that he means that it is more important to underscore style and attitude in
discourse rather than content. Furthermore, he suggests that what is not said is far more valuable
than what is verbally expressed because in sensitive matters of value or creed, people might get
hurt and relationships severed simply due to miscommunication.
However, since normative dialogue is supposed to bring about a valid and reliable setting for a
shared communal basis and in order to harness the commitment and loyalty of all factions to a
long-standing normative core, dialogue must encompass not only dynamics and procedures but
also substance and implications of the discussed values in the eyes of the various parties
involved. A community aspiring to become substantial is one which develops tools for value
normative dialogue, or dialogue of conviction, whereby all factions bind not by the burden of
procedure but by the passion and conviction of beliefs (Barber 1984). A dialogue of
conviction—the most fitting and worthy of substantial community—flourishes in a sustaining
and cultivating cultural environment. A cultural milieu that does not encourage listening to and
caring for the other and does not believe in the principle of fairness and equity between different
value-systems would be adverse and obdurate to normative dialogue.
The merit of normative dialogue becomes salient when principal matters are in dispute. If a chair
happens to be in contention, there is not much sense in having its future be determined by
normative dialogue unless it is a throne. In that case, functional, mechanical and occupational
arguments are substituted by symbolic, historic and prestigious claims, hence rendering it
amenable to principal-normative discussion, at least in the eyes of the contenders. Yet, not too
many chairs have been the kernel of protracted conflicts. Normative dialogue requires patience,
forbearance and broadmindedness due to the intangible and ambivalent nature of the issues at
odds. The perfunctory, business-like approach of professional discourse does not serve the
normative dialogue well. The latter relies upon the power of love rather than the power of
exchange or the power of coercion (Boulding 1990), whereby participants trust and value each
other‟s contribution and genuine reciprocity emerges.
The distinction between normative dialogue and procedural dialogue is in many ways akin to
physicist and dialogue scholar David Bohm‟s (1992) dichotomy between discussion and
dialogue. In the former, deliberators gather and try in various ways to influence and steer the
process toward a specific favored outcome. The deliberation is only a means to accomplish that
pre-planned objective. Dialogue, in Bohm‟s innovative analysis suspends all partisan interests,
motivations, impulses, and judgments to enable an open and uninhibited space for collaborative
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and unbiased thinking. This clean slate approach of dialogue allows inspecting and isolating the
detrimental effect of prejudice, conformism and unshaken beliefs. The emphasis is on the
process of musing together and being candid with one another rather than on reaching a certain
final result. Hence the „Bohmenian‟ dialogue is a propitious environment for examining values,
principles and beliefs. But in order to become a more meaningful gateway to improved life,
normative dialogue must be practiced along open and constructive communication channels and
realized in the context of substantial human communities.
Epilogue: The Experiencing of Coexistence
An individual who is incapable of becoming or doesn‟t need to become a part of society is either
a beast or a god writes Aristotle in Politics. Assuming that no one fancies being a beast and
nobody is competent enough to play god, the only cogent alternative to live a fulfilling and
gratifying life is to immerse oneself in a human community, albeit with intermittent escapes for
individual relief and soul-searching. But it needs to be remembered that entering and assimilating
in a human community, let alone taking root and prospering are not natural or automatic. They
require a thorough mental preparation and adjustment and a profound shift of priorities. A person
must get used to the idea that some of his or her precedences must give way to accommodate
those of the community. This might be a rude realization in an individualistic and aggressive
culture of a post-modern world. William Shakespeare writes in his play Cymbeline (1611) that
“Society is no comfort to one not sociable”. A sociable man is he who adopts a social
orientation; a person that is willing to invest in constructive communication with colleagues and
is aware that she should participate in a multicultural normative dialogue to create something
new, beyond what she previously knew or got used to.
The adjustment process or the shift from solitary to sociable is not necessarily from noble and
admirable living in nature as fantasized by the likes of Rousseau in the Social Contract,
Whitman in Leaves of Grass or Thoreau in Walden. The conversion is not naïve and idealistic as
was depicted by so many romanticists and transcendentalists from Byron and Shelley to Lowell
and Emerson. It is not moving from the vast open spaces of “life in the woods” to the choking
metropolitan scene nor is it a leap from the exhilarating experience of „le bon sauvage’ to the
savagery of urban estrangement. More aptly, it is a change from the elemental phase into which
we are born and from the first unchosen affiliation circle (immediate family, relatives and
neighbors) to the affiliation-of-choice in which we come of age (friends, colleagues and lovers).
It is the road from exclusive distinctiveness to merging with the collective, from the specific
conscience to the togetherness conscience, from ego to super-ego, from dependence (careless and
unaware as it might be) to independence (careless and unaware as it equally might be). Although
by no means, a shift from fantasyland to sober reality, it is nevertheless a potentially traumatic
reassignment of mindset and demeanor.
In his solemn and compelling film Into the Wild (2007), actor-director Sean Penn tells the story
of Christopher McCandless, a talented young student who decides to depart from human society
and flee to the wild. He despises the competitive materialism of modern life and the relentless
striving for social status symbolized by his parents‟ perpetual struggle for economic stability.
The morning after his college graduation, he sells all his possessions, burns his money and sets
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out for the great outdoors. His ultimate destination is the enormous uncharted territories of
Alaska. When he finally made it to a deserted bus in the middle of the vast Alaskan nowhere, he
is elated. He has reached his dreamland: roaming around with deer and rabbits, gathering wild
berries and exploring the infinite kingdom of bare snow with no humans in sight. But after
several months of staggering isolation amidst awe-inspiring sceneries, his enthusiasm begins to
evaporate. Hunger and boredom take over and he starts hallucinating and conversing with
imaginary figures. Finally his health deteriorates as a result of the many poisonous mushrooms
he had eaten. As he lies dying he writes in his diary that there is no meaning to happiness in
seclusion and the only way to experience it is by sharing it with other human-beings.
But to arrive at such a conclusion does not oblige long-drawn-out torment and affliction. We all
occasionally daydream about roving the nomadic distances with a knapsack, a book and a knife.
We imagine the call of nature and we rush home to pack some sandwiches, box of matches, and
of course, the obligatory cell phone. We often mistake the psychological inclination for spouts of
freedom for an actual urge to a solitary excursion to the out-of-doors. However for most people,
several days as noble savages are sufficient before mosquito bites, pressureless showers and
paucity of wireless access would hurry us back to civilization. But when we‟re back from our
self-imposed solitude in the wilderness, we realize that what we missed the most was the
company of other freedom-searchers like us who misinterpreted footloose and fancy free as
being liberated. Our retreat home does not mean that we gave up on the ambition of freedom,
which is and should be a permanent aspiration. But our return to the community heralds the
understanding and the endeavor to accomplish, cultivate and preserve our freedom within and
together with our community members. Communication is the golden path to freedom within the
community and communication skills prolong and endure the experience of coexistence.
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THE EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS ADDRESSES THE ISSUE OF GAY
RIGHTS IN POLAND
Introduction
On 2 March 2010 the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) rendered a judgment
concerning the question of whether in Poland a homosexual has the same right as a heterosexual
spouse to succeed to a tenancy in property after the death of his partner.1 The applicant, Mr. Piotr
Kozak, brought the case to the ECHR alleging that Poland had discriminated against him on the
ground of his homosexual orientation in violation of the European Human Rights Convention.
Background
The undisputed facts of the case are as follows. In 1989 the applicant moved into a council flat at
K. street, rented by T.B., the applicant‟s partner, with whom he had lived in a homosexual
relationship. Earlier, in 1986 or 1987, they had lived together in a flat rented by T.B. on N. street.
The applicant and T.B. shared the expenses for the flat. On 28 May 1989 the applicant was
registered as a permanent resident of the flat in the residents‟ register kept by the Szczecin
Municipality. On 1 April 1998 T.B. died. Subsequently, the applicant applied to the Mayor of
Szczecin, asking him to conclude a lease agreement with him, replacing thereby the agreement
with the late T.B. He was informed by one of the municipality‟s clerks that he should first pay
arrears in rent since otherwise a fresh agreement would not be effected. The applicant paid the
arrears, which amounted to 4,671.28 Polish zlotys (PLN) and also renovated the flat, paying PLN
5,662 for the work.
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However, on 19 June 1998 the Szczecin Town Office‟s Department for Municipal Buildings and
Dwellings sent a letter to the applicant, informing him that his application could not be granted
because he did not meet the relevant criteria. Later, the Municipality ordered his eviction.
The Polish Courts and Relevant Polish Law
Both the District Court and the Szczecin Regional Court upheld the eviction order. The Regional
Court held that under Lease of Dwellings and Housing Allowances Act of 2 July 1994 (“the
1994 Act”) “a person can take over a tenancy if he or she has fulfilled jointly the four following
conditions: (1) was in a close relationship with the late tenant by blood relations, adoption or de
facto marital cohabitation; (2) resided permanently with the tenant until his or her death; (3) had
not relinquished this right to the landlord and (4) upon the death of the tenant had no title to
another flat.” The court added that, “All of the above-mentioned four requirements ... must be
fulfilled jointly; non-fulfilment of even one of them makes it redundant to examine compliance
with the remaining ones.”
In response to Kozak‟s claim that he had lived in de facto marital cohabitation with T.B., the
court stated that his and T.B.‟s cohabitation “could not be regarded as such, because a de facto
marital relationship is not a legalised substitute for a marriage. Pursuant to Polish law, Article 1
§1 of the Family and Custody Code, a marriage can be contracted only between a woman and a
man.” Consequently, Polish law recognizes only de facto relationships of different-sex persons.
Kozak then appealed, asking the Szczecin Regional Court, to refer to the Supreme Court the
following legal question: “Does the term „a person who has lived with a tenant in de facto
marital cohabitation‟ used in section 8(1) of the 1994 Act also concern a person who has lived in
a homosexual cohabitation with a tenant, or only a person living in a heterosexual cohabitation?”
Kozak alleged a breach of the substantive civil law consisting in an erroneous interpretation of
the term “a person who ha[d] lived with a tenant in de facto marital cohabitation” as relating
solely to cohabitation of a man and a woman.
On 1 June 2001 the Szczecin Regional Court heard, and dismissed the appeal, stating that
“According to an opinion commonly accepted in our legal writing and case-law ..., de facto
marital cohabitation takes place only if a woman and a man cohabit together. ...Indeed, Article
18 of the [Polish] Constitution ... clearly states that “marriage, being a union of a man and a
woman, as well as the family ... shall be placed under the protection and care of the Republic of
Poland”.
The ECHR Accepts the Case
Kozak submitted his complaint to the ECHR under Article 14 taken in conjunction with Article 8
of the European Human Rights Convention, alleging that the Polish courts, by denying him the
right to succeed to a tenancy after the death of his partner, had discriminated against him on the
ground of his homosexual orientation. Article 14 of the Convention states:
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The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in [the] Convention shall be secured
without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority,
property, birth or other status.
Article 8 reads:
1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his
correspondence.
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right
except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in
the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country,
for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
Kozak submitted that his homosexual orientation had been the single ground on which he had
been denied the right to succeed to the tenancy of the flat in which he had lived with the late T.B.
The Polish government denied that 8(1) of the 1994 Act was illegally discriminatory and
submitted that the 1994 Act promotes the legitimate aim of protecting the Polish family as
defined in the Polish Constitution. The ECHR responded:
In the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Convention, Article 14
affords protection against different treatment, without an objective and reasonable
justification, of persons in similar situations... . Not every difference in treatment will
amount to a violation of this provision; thus, Contracting States enjoy a margin of
appreciation [i.e., a degree of discretion] in assessing whether and to what extent
differences in otherwise similar situations justify a different treatment in law. For the
purposes of Article 14, it must be established that there is no objective and reasonable
justification for the impugned distinction, which means that it does not pursue a
„legitimate aim‟ or that there is no reasonable proportionality between the means
employed and the aim sought to be realised.
The ECHR continued:
Sexual orientation is a concept covered by Article 14. Furthermore, when the distinction
in question operates in this intimate and vulnerable sphere of an individual‟s private life,
particularly weighty reasons need to be advanced before the [ECHR to justify the
measure complained of. Where a difference of treatment is based on sex or sexual
orientation the margin of appreciation afforded to the State is narrow and in such
situations the principle of proportionality does not merely require that the measure chosen
is in general suited for realising the aim sought but it must also be shown that it was
necessary in the circumstances. Indeed, if the reasons advanced for a difference in
treatment were based solely on the applicant‟s sexual orientation, this would amount to
discrimination under the Convention...
It remained for the ECHR to determine whether the Polish authorities presented “objective and
reasonable justification” for the impugned distinction in law in respect of same- and different-sex
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partners, that is to say whether this measure pursued a “legitimate aim” and maintained
“reasonable proportionality between the means employed and the aim sought to be realised”.
According to the judgment of the Polish Regional Court, the essential objective of the difference
in treatment was to ensure the protection of the family founded on a “union of a man and a
woman”, as stipulated in Article 18 of the Polish Constitution. The ECHR acknowledged that
protection of the family in the traditional sense is, in principle, a weighty and legitimate reason
that might justify a difference in treatment. The ECHR further reasoned that:
given that the Convention is a living instrument, to be interpreted in the light of presentday conditions, the State, in its choice of means designed to protect the family and secure,
as required by Article 8, respect for family life must necessarily take into account
developments in society and changes in the perception of social, civil-status and
relational issues, including the fact that there is not just one way or one choice in the
sphere of leading and living one‟s family or private life. Striking a balance between the
protection of the traditional family and the Convention rights of sexual minorities is, by
the nature of things, a difficult and delicate exercise, which may require the State to
reconcile conflicting views and interests perceived by the parties concerned as being in
fundamental opposition. Nevertheless, having regard to the State‟s narrow margin of
appreciation in adopting measures that result in a difference based on sexual orientation,
a blanket exclusion of persons living in a homosexual relationship from succession to a
tenancy cannot be accepted by the [ECHR] as necessary for the protection of the family
viewed in its traditional sense. Nor have any convincing or compelling reasons been
advanced by the Polish Government to justify the distinction in treatment of heterosexual
and homosexual partners at the material time.
In view of the foregoing, the ECHR concluded that the Polish authorities, by rejecting the
applicant‟s claim because of his homosexual relationship with T.B. failed to maintain a
reasonable relationship of proportionality between the aim sought and the means employed. The
impugned distinction was not, therefore, compatible with the standards under the Convention.
The ECHR accordingly rejected the Government‟s position and held that there had been a
violation of Article 14 taken in conjunction with Article 8 of the Convention.
Consequences of the ECHR Ruling
Poland, as a member of the Council of Europe, recognizes the jurisdiction of the ECHR and the
right of individuals within its borders to petition the ECHR if they believe their human rights
under the European Human Rights Convention have been violated and they have exhausted local
legal remedies. As a party to the ECHR‟s statute, Poland promises to respect and implement the
ECHR‟s rulings. Consequently, Kozak should be able to succeed to the tenancy of his partner.
Furthermore, Polish courts will most probably interpret the Lease of Dwellings and Housing
Allowances Act of 2 July 1994 to apply equally to homosexual as well as heterosexual couples.
Whether the Polish authorities will apply this ruling to other discriminatory laws and regulations
of a similar nature remains to be seen. As the ECHR noted in its Kozak judgment, Poland has a
legitimate interest in protecting the traditional family. However, it must strike a balance between
the protection of the traditional family and the Convention rights of sexual minorities.
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Note
1. The full text of the case, Kozak v. Poland (Application no. 13102/02, can be found at:
http://cmiskp.echr.coe.int/tkp197/view.asp?action=html&documentId=863748&portal=hbkm&s
ource=externalbydocnumber&table=F69A27FD8FB86142BF01C1166DEA39864
Unless otherwise noted, all quotations in this article are taken from this case.
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ANOTHER GLOBAL VILLAGE
“Hello” smiling children chime,
Tiny hands waving rhythmically to welcome
Chatty visitors disgorging from their vans.
Smiling children, naked siblings on their hips,
Scurry after us on bandy legs and flip-flopped feet,
Oblivious to open sewers,
Infants swaddled in cardboard cribs,
And lives that could be, should be, different.
Another continent, another country, another village
Pockmarked by poverty’s familiar signs:
Littered landscapes,
Unruly odors pursuing every stride,
Chickens scratching and mutts scrounging
As women tend kiddies at their doorsteps
While men watch football at corner cafes and nurse their beers.
All the while, smiling children amuse us and one another,
Oblivious of adults’ sad eyes.
Corner shops next door, next door, next door to one another
Scratch out pennies on cool drinks and petrol by the liter.
Waiting to be sold, fish wriggle in tubs, thwacking one another desperately
For what oxygen remains in blackened waters
As flies dodge butchers’ swats with aeronautical deftness,
And protein-hungry buyers ignore the stink.
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Entrepreneurs mine main streets elsewhere;
Here, shops float on profits
Slim as maidens’ waists.
“Briefing” complete, our delegation reclaims
Its sanctum sanctorum to escape while
Smiling children chime “Goodbye.”
Their tiny hands wave rhythmically,
Shrink, then disappear in rearview mirrors
As reflective silence fills the van
Of “experts” slipping from the scene
Of so many crimes against humanity.
Down muddy rutted roads
That keep folk far from ready wages
And hide hamlets here from brokers
(Power brokers who could change this status quo),
The van lurches towards the city comforts
Of a-c and baths in chic hotels.
If socialism doesn’t work well enough
And capitalism doesn’t work well enough
And government doesn’t work well enough
And NGOs don’t work well enough,
What works well enough?
What, indeed, works at all?
“The horror, the horror,” Mr. Kurtz?
No, the children, the smiling children.
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CONTEMPORARY ANARCHIST STUDIES: AN INTRODUCTORY ANTHOLOGY OF
ANARCHY IN THE ACADEMY1
Although the history and theory of the anarchist movement remains relatively unknown in
official intellectual circles, some still seem disturbed by establishing a hybridization between the
academy and anarchism—two worlds that are so different in principle. But already in the 1970s,
the anarchist Diego Abad de Santillán wrote in the preface to a work by one of his disciples,
Fidel Miró:
Anarchism, as humanism, is today more relevant than ever, more than at the time of its
delivery to the labor movement, more than during the outbursts of heroic rebellion, more
than in the era of its exemplary role during the war. It finds its resurgence in modern
thought, philosophy, and sociology; among economists and thinkers of all languages and
climates; in the nonconformist youth that is shaking the old pillars of society that refuses
to be community. All this will and should be reinforced by anarchism like a humanist
flag, without adjectives. Here lie the root and the strength to build a better world, a world
of the twenty-first century in which we live already.2
1

A review of Contemporary Anarchist Studies. An Introductory Anthology of Anarchy in the Academy, London,
Routledge 2009, 318 pp. Abbreviated as CAS.
2
MIRÓ, Fidel, El anarquismo, los estudiantes y la revolución, México, Editores Mexicanos Unidos, 1969, pp.20-21.
The translation is mine.
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The words of the Spanish anarchist Diego Abad de Santillán contain the key to the book
reviewed below. To speak today about "anarchism without adjectives" is to discover the richness
and heterogeneity of endless global anarchist movements, the character of which fills all areas of
life, and to create from this variety a unique humanist project that provides a soul to what is by
definition—we are told—heartless; i.e. the capitalist machinery.
A number of academic disciplines have emerged from an analysis of anarchist movements. They
changed (and continue to change) our understanding of the theory, methodology, pedagogy,
practice, and the future of anarchism. Contemporary Anarchist Studies consists of over thirty
contributions by students, academics, independent researchers and activists. The structure of the
collection goes from educational and theoretical anarchism to anarchism in the streets, although
it would have been more natural to go the other way round, from the practical to the theoretical;
that is, from the streets to the academia. Using a metaphor from biology, it can argued that a
function makes an organ. The collection, in fact, acknowledges this direction when addressing
the revival of the study of anarchism, which is considered not as the result of an increased
interest in anarchism in the academy but rather as a consequence of praxis: “Anarchist theory has
always been intimately tied with its practice” (CAS, p.9). Or put in another way, academic
discourses have not changed the reality, but the reality has changed academic discourses:
“anarchism has grown theoretically as a result of its engagement with other perspectives. Queer
theory, critical race theory, feminism, radical environmentalism, animal liberation, poststructuralism, and a host of other perspectives have left indelible marks on contemporary
anarchist theories” (CAS, p.9). Within this contemporary theoretical complexity, one of the most
important intellectual challenges is knowing how to adapt to the novelties without abandoning
anarchist principles; this adaptation is given, first, by reflection on: “[...] the possibility (or
impossibility) of an anarchist methodology” (CAS, p.71).
In the opening parts of the collection, we are asked to be suspicious of the most popular methods
used by humanists. We would be naïve to think that the methods used by social sciences go
beyond the model imposed by capitalism, a model that promotes uncritical ideology nondestructive of capitalist values. (However, to destroy those values has an intellectual price: as
Jeff Ferrell puts it, if one does not research according to official methods, one’s work is
condemned to mysteriously suffer from a “[...] bureaucratic constipation and career delay” (CAS,
p.76)). The classical model, by following the scale of points established by the capitalist system,
is socially sterile because it falls into solipsism. It uses an exclusive language, incomprehensible
to the general public (CAS, p.78), and its method is dehumanized (CAS, p.79). It promotes the
"tyranny" of math, dates, data, and facts without taking into account a wide range of things that
are denied or relegated to ideological indifference, such as "feelings, attitudes and life
circumstances." These sub-questions or issues are treated poorely in the academy from a
humanistic point of view and their oversight causes indifference, coldness, and a lack of attention
paid to problems that, in fact, concern the collective imagination.
The classical model also separates theory and practice. Paul Routledge, for example, proposes
instead to live theory beyond words, to dissent and conflict. According to him, the ignorance of
the human in the academy leads to the avoidance of group thinking and manifests itself by a
dangerous and domineering "one voice" in methods, contents and discourses developed both in
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the academy and society. Against this dominant discourse, the author prefers to speak about
affinity. In his view, affinity “consists of a group of people sharing common ground and who can
provide supportive, sympathetic spaces for its members to articulate their ideas, listen to one
another, and share concerns, emotions, or fears. The politics of affinity enables people to provide
support and solidarity for one other” (CAS, pp.84-85). Routledge argues that from affinity
originates the notion of consensus, and from consensus originates mutual solidarity. Emotions,
the “interior life of politics,” return to have unprecedented prominence, making the teacher (a
passive agent in the older models) to commit politically and actively to the subject he or she
investigates, to make things with words: “It is our ability to transform our feelings about the
world into actions that inspires us to participate in political action” (CAS, p.87). The boundaries
between the academic and the activist disappear, and so does the figure of an expert, because its
existence is incompatible with honesty between what is said and what is done.
Following this line, Luis A. Fernandez argues that whenever possible, the academic should “be
there” exercising what he calls “participant observation.” It is important to be present in
situations which raise issues of concern to the academy because one can understand firsthand
what one has studied for years in the abstract. Following this advice, according to Fernandez,
results in a strategic reconciliation between the heart and the brain, and leads to their synthesis
into one organ. From this organ, it becomes possible to uproot the old myth of objectivity and in
its place implant compassion and connectivity: “Rather than detachment and objectivity, we
therefore should seek connectivity and compassion, values that dovetail well with anarchist
sensibilities such as cooperation and mutual aid” (CAS, p.95). Fernandez also chooses to blur the
lines between the participant, the scholar, and the activist, advocating the use of inductive
method: going from the particular to the general, or: “In other words, to go from the specific to
the general without losing sight of what makes the specific circumstance unique” (CAS, p.97). So
should we give up all the rigor and professionalism of the academy? His answer is negative.
What the author recommends is to work through a real immersion. He writes:
The goal was to immerse myself in the protest, become a protester, and develop a
theoretical understanding of the situation based on that immersion. While I recognized
the impossibility of entering the field tabula rasa, I did attempt to put aside academic
ideas and theories regarding the movement, hoping that this would produce a deep
experience of the situation, resulting in valuable new insights. (CAS, p.98)
Finally, Fernandez proposes to introduce Max Weber’s term Verstehen: a term that connect
intentions, passions and experiences of the objects studied (CAS, p.99). This maneuver does not
condemn social sciences, but rather popularizes them and brings them closer. Of course, it
requires a redefinition of what it means to be an intellectual anarchist.
Similarly, David Graeber stresses that many of those who call themselves anarchists or anarchist
thinkers are forgetting that thought without action is socially irrelevant and, accordingly, a
hypocrisy. He argues that if anarchism is now accepted as a movement that moves under the
principles of an ethical discourse about revolutionary practice, then we must act in accordance
with what is being preached (CAS, p.106). This, of course, is something unthinkable in the
traditional university, committed, as Foucault said, to the colonization of our souls (C, p.124).
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Given this new theoretical and pedagogic paradigm there are always reluctances and attacks. An
extreme example is found in the ultraconservative Carl Schmitt. In one of his books, he
compared the anarchist to the figure of the partisan3--a professional revolutionary who is
unarmed, without a uniform and military training, but aided by his group of people, mobile and
so committed to his or her ideals that s/he is willing to die for them. Someone might object that
erasing the borders between the world of the academy and anarchist militancy is to agree with
Schmitt that academics become something like partisans in a permanent state of war. One could
respond to such an attack with the words of Norbert Elias, who claimed:
Only small children and, among adults, perhaps the insane, absolutely commit with their
attitude and their experiences, unconditionally dropping their feelings here and now; and
it is also solely among the insane where we can find absolute distance; only they can hold
total indifference towards what happens around them. Normally, the behavior of adults is
within a scale ranging between these two extremes.4
Accordingly, we should understand the collection Contemporary Anarchist Studies as a set of
tools to fight, by means of education, for a future that would be egalitarian, post-capitalist, and
post-state. To those ends, nothing works better than establishing the right balance between
distance and commitment: Commitment to peace; ecology; the development of forms that wuold
avoid exclusion, marginalization and abuse of power; organization of life without hierarchy; and,
ultimately, commitment to building a better world.
Finally, there is one more potential threat that the authors of the collection may have lost sight
of: Is not the resurgence of anarchism within the academy an attempt by capitalism to absorb,
assimilate and thus neutralize the presumed vitality and independence of this movement? Against
such an accusation, the contributors seem to say, we must be like old Socrates: we must become
active gadflies that sting and stir the dormant revolutionary consciousness of our fellow citizens,
students and, especially, of ourselves. And this is because: “Even under the most favorable
scenario, anarchists will have to respond to the re-emergence of patterns of domination within
and/or among communities, even if at a certain point in time they have been consciously
overcome. Eternal vigilance will remain the price of liberty” (CAS, p.257).

3

Cf. SCHMITT, Carl, Teoría del partisano, Madrid, Centro de Estudios Políticos Constitucionales, 1966.
ELIAS, Norbert, Compromiso y distanciamiento. Ensayos de sociología del conocimiento, Barcelona, Ediciones
Península, 2002, p.20. The translation is mine.
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IMAGINAL MACHINES: AUTONOMY AND SELF-ORGANIZATION IN THE
REVOLUTIONS OF EVERYDAY LIFE
Stevphen Shukaitis’ Imaginal Machines: Autonomy and Self-Organization in the Revolutions of
Everyday Life investigates, critiques, and theorizes the radical imagination. The radical
imagination is defined as the collective capacity to “affect and be affected by the world, to
develop movements toward new forms of autonomous sociality and collective selfdetermination” (p. 10). The main purpose of the book is to facilitate conversation about the
intentions and effectiveness of revolutionary dreams and practices. The major argument of the
book rests upon a reversal of perspective: the left’s continual and seemingly unsuccessful
attempts to change the world are not moments of failure, but rather moments of potential
transformation and creativity that outmaneuver capital’s institutionalizing power. As Shukaitis
states:
What does it mean to invoke the power of the imagination when it has already seized
power (through media flows and the power of the spectacle)? Does any subversive
potentiality remain, or are we left with simply more avenues for the rejuvenation of
questionable fields of power and rearticulating regimes of accumulation? ... Maybe
imaginal machines, like all desiring machines, only work by breaking down. That is, their
functioning is only possible, paradoxically, by their malfunction. (p. 10)
For Shukaitis, the goal is to maintain an open antagonism without closure; to create a formless
form under continuous construction that resists capital’s capture; to think beyond the narrative of
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final victory in order to avoid cooptation and institutionalization. This may not be the grand
crescendo of global revolution that is often associated with leftist politics, but that’s the whole
point. Radical thoughts and practices must be continuously evaluated in light of ever-changing
social conditions. Rather than seeking a grand moment of ultimate liberation, we should work on
creating multiplicities of minor moments that affectively-and-effectively recompose the social
playing field in ways that precede and exceed the control and surveillance of contemporary, topdown power.
At first glance this may resemble the pessimism of French post-structuralist theory—for
example, that nothing exits outside the text and we can only hope for some small fissures within
an all encompassing system. But Shukaitis is hopeful rather than cynical, and his ideas are based
on a desire for a post-capitalist, post-Statist world. But if that desire is to become a reality, then
we must continuously rethink and perpetually change our radical imaginations. This is based on
two well-reasoned premises.
First, Shukaitis borrows the “reversal of perspective” that is advocated by 1970s Italian
Autonomism. That perspective argues that the radical imagination is the driving force of history,
and that capitalism is a secondary, predatory power that feeds upon the ingenuity of that
imagination. Thus, the radical imagination is not responsible for only responding to capitalism,
but also, and more importantly, for responding to itself. This reversal of perspective is a moment
of conceptual liberation that allows us to act and think in ways that precede and exceed capital’s
predatory control.
The second premise is already suggested by the first: that the radical imagination is socially and
historically situated. According to Shukaitis:
Imagination is not ahistorical, derived from nothing, but an ongoing relationship and
material capacity constituted by social interactions between bodies. While libratory
impulses might point to a utopian (no)where that is separate from the present, it is
necessary to point from somewhere, from a particular situated imagining. The task is to
explore the construction of imaginal machines, comprising the socially and historically
embedded manifestations of the radical imagination. (p. 10)
In other words, what worked before may not work now, and what works now may not work in
the future. But radicals—like all human beings, presumably—often fall victim to their outdated
and thus ineffectual ideas and practices. Foregrounding these two premises helps social
movements understand and avoid the pitfalls of previous eras. For instance, the anti-capitalism of
early twentieth-century radical labor was subsumed by the Roosevelt Administration and
transformed into a discourse on worker rights and minimum wage. Likewise, the decentered,
structureless, anti-work ethic of the 1960s counterculture was transformed into the flextime and
creative labor of today’s post-Fordist capitalism. The Women’s Liberation Movement and
feminist critiques of the 1970s were institutionalized into affirmative action and maternity leave.
Dadaist absurdities and surrealist abstractions are now cornerstones of the advertising industry.
And the punk aesthetic (which was originally an anti-aesthetic) is now bought by mall-hopping
teeny-boppers.
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In every case capitalism found ways to respond to and incorporate the most oppositional
critiques and demands, thus flattening the transformative power of the radical imagination. This
analysis might induce a defeatist attitude, but that’s not the point. Instead, Shukaitis is clearing
away the debris of past eras/errors in order to make room for new thought and practice.
This is where the formless form mentioned above comes into play. Borrowing ideas from French
philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Shukaitis talks of an intensity of affective
compositions and collapses; small pockets of resistance that emerge, alter social relations, and
then disappear before capital’s capture. These self-guided collapses and disappearances starve
capital of its vital nutrients—the creative, constituent energies of the radical imagination. In plain
language, it’s about flying under the radar of capital in order to more effectively combat the lifedraining attributes of capital.
Shukaitis acknowledges that his focus on cooptation and call for continual rupture are not
necessarily new or novel. He recounts, for instance, the concept of “recuperation,” which was
used by the Situationist International to describe how radical thought is often incorporated into
the overall functioning of the spectacle and thus rendered mute. Recuperation (or some variation
thereof) is also a major theme for the three traditions that Shukaitis mainly draws from:
autonomist politics, class composition analysis, and avant-garde art movements. The first seeks
an anti-authoritarian, non-institutionalized political way of life. The second theorizes class
identity as fluid and historically contingent, thus providing more effective strategies for
revolution and worker resistance. And the third often conceives of itself as a catalyst for new
forms of life that deconstruct the binary between art and everyday living. The tension between
social change and the recuperative powers of capital is present within all three traditions.
Imaginal Machines is participating in this tradition, trying to maintain an open dialogue about
these issues.
Stylistically, the book is dense yet readable, nonlinear yet understandable, theoretical yet
personal and witty. At times, though, the narrative flow is lost by the inclusion of so many voices
(theorists, activists, artists, critics, song lyrics, movie titles, etc.). I understand and support the
politics of inclusivity. But I want more of Shukaitis and less of the others. But it should be noted
that Imaginal Machines was submitted as a doctoral dissertation. Through a personal email,
Shukaitis explained that he intended it as a book, first, and as a dissertation second (March 12,
2010). Despite this nontraditional approach, I still believe it helps explain some of the hyperinclusivity: graduate school itself is a bulky, complicated experience that (un)intentionally
affects our approach to subject matters.
There is only one place that I really desire more theoretical clarification. Towards the end of the
text, Shukaitis explains the formless form of continual change as a political strategy of social
illegibility. He states that we should develop a radical imagination that “by its encoding is at
least partially removed from the visibility of public legibility” (p. 215). Shukaitis, borrowing
from Guy Debord, explains this as a politics of “necessary incomprehensibility” (p. 211). I
believe there are two possible interpretations of what this means. One, that we should create
imaginations (practices, strategies, styles, and spaces) that are not intelligible to state and capital
power. Or, two, that we should not worry about state and capital power legitimizing or approving
our imaginations; that we should do what we want regardless of what they think, want, or ask. I
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believe there is a difference between these two interpretations and that the first is more nuanced
than the second. I understand that outflanking state and capital power is the whole point and I am
on board with that project. But if other people cannot understand what we are doing, how do we
attract people to our social movements? How do we facilitate a critical mass of resistance? Who
and/or what constitutes the “public” and “legibility?” How do we concretize the abstractions of
state and capital power in terms of average, everyday people who might in fact be sympathetic to
our radical imaginations?
Overall, Imaginal Machines is a theoretically rich and politically provocative text. The success
of the book is based on Shukaitis’ experience and knowledge: he is personally invested in radical
social change, intimately familiar with radical history, and very comfortable with sophisticated
theory. Imaginal Machines is a necessary read for anyone interested in radical theory, and it will
surely spark discussion about revolutionary strategy.
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THE NONVIOLENT REVOLUTION: THE ITALIAN WHO EMBRACED GANDHI’S
SATYAGRAHA TO OPPOSE FACISM AND WAR, AN INTELLECTUAL BIOGRAPHY
OF ALDO CAPITINI
Aldo Capitini (1899-1968) was an Italian scholar and advocate for nonviolence who published
over 40 books and numerous essays, letters, pamphlets, poems and articles on various subjects:
religion, nonviolence, antifascism, philosophy, education, and historiography. Capitini founded
the Center for Nonviolence in Perugia; promoted the Vegetarian Society, the East-West
Conferences, the still active Nonviolent Movement for Peace, and the first Italian Peace March
from Perugia to Assisi on 24th September 1961 from which the Italian Consultation for Peace
was founded. This champion of non-violence is not very well known outside Italy because his
books have not been translated into English.
This book by Rocco Altieri, a lecturer on non-violence at the Peace Studies Program at the
University of Pisa, provides a valuable English introduction to Capitini’s thought. Capitini was
active in organizing antifascist groups in many different parts of Italy. He was twice sent to
prison for opposing fascism and for his advocacy of independent religious life. In contrast to the
daily glorification of violence and of war under fascist rule, which went unopposed by many
intellectuals and Catholics, he took from Gandhi the idea of nonviolent opposition based on noncollaboration; from St. Francis of Assisi, the return to the original Christian values; and from
modern thinking, that which he called the most serene application of the principles of liberty,
equality and fraternity.
Capitini was opposed to the violence of the status quo. He tried to instil Gandhian principles in
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the Machiavellian world of Italy where politicians opposed evil with force. Capitini argued that
spiritual principles point to the higher morality of non-killing. Faith and politics became linked
together as individuals commit to non-violence and societies embrace the principles of love in
action.
The strength of nonviolence lies in the possibility it gives, to the few or the many, to
withdraw their consent and support from an oppressive system. Non-cooperation gives
strength to conscience which, faced with injustice, professes the superiority of its own
moral law. It is not a cowardly choice that allows you to escape from the consequences of
violence, for it requires you to testify your fidelity to the principle of non-mendacity and
non-killing, even to the sacrifice of your own life. (p. 47)
Nonviolence provides an individual a set of principles upon which to base moral beliefs and in
the political realm a set of strategies based upon non-cooperation that challenges authoritarian
rule. Capitini looked to a merger of religious and political values to create a better society.
Similar to Tolstoy, Capitini advocated a new religious life based upon a critical reading of those
sections of the New Testament that promoted pacifism. Nonviolence is the infinite openness of
the soul. It is cosmic love that embraces both humanity and in the Franciscan spirit all of nature.
Capitini denounces the sharp divergence between the non-violent principles found in the Sermon
on the Mount and the papal encyclicals. In 1956 one of his books, Open Religion, was
condemned by the Church and put on the Index (a list of books Catholics were not supposed to
read).
Liberalism for Capitini became a religious and spiritual pursuit of freedom that opposed the
dogma both of the church and the fascist state. Faced with the injustices of capitalism, a deep
spiritual and political transformation needs to take place. Education can help create a moral
conscience that promotes a decentralized socialism based upon self government and
collaboration among the oppressed that leads to a fairer sharing of the world’s resources. “Jesus
is not a king, but a brother who stands by our side” (p. 95). Education has the responsibility of
developing this new political consciousness based upon ethical and religious goals.
Capitini opposed world government. He saw that non-violence is a third way between capitalism
and communism. He advocated for a more active form of democracy and argued for the
establishment of Social Orientation Centers where citizens could discuss their common problems
and advocate for non-violent solutions. Such centers would be “the fortresses of non-violence
and the catacombs, places where democratic, anti-despotic solidarity is formed” (p. 67). In these
centers people can experience the power of grassroots democracy. Without a new public space,
people’s assemblies built upon Social Orientation Centers, the state risks falling into a new
oligarchy. Bottom up reform, not top down reform, gives power to local citizens and authorities.
In this way Capitini’s non-violent strategies resemble those of Danilo Dolci (1924-1997), another
Italian adherent to non-violence who worked among the peasants in Sicily and promoted
community development in order to counter the oppression of the state, the church and the mafia.
Like Dolci, Capitini advocated for fasting and other forms of civil disobedience. He saw that
violent revolutions (the Bolsheviks in Russia, etc.) end in wickedness that leads to despotism of a
leader, party, or army:
If I use violence against violence, violence continues to reign in this world, and so
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humanity loses the hope of freedom. If I take revenge, another will take his revenge. We
have to open up the tools of violence, of revenge, of justice, remembering that there we
have a person whom we want to be united with us for eternity. And we want that person
to find good within, since good is an all of us if we look for it. (p.83)
People can look to each other to find power and not hand over their authority to unjust rulers.
Individuals need to commit themselves to a Gandhian search for truth not in a library but in the
communities and neighbourhoods they inhabit. Capitini emphasized that conflict is not to be
avoided but rather stirred up in order to change unjust situations. In every person there is always
the capacity for overcoming wrong and committing to the truth. There is good and evil in each of
us.
This small, one hundred and eighty page book provides an intellectual biography of Aldo
Capitini. The Nonviolent Revolution could use a bibliography of Capitini’s published works, so
they could become more accessible to the reader who would like to pursue his thoughts in greater
depth. It also could use a more concise chronology of Capitini’s life. As it is currently written
profound philosophic statements surround events in a way that is unclear about where Capitini is
located. At some point the reader is aware that Capitini is participating in the anti-nuclear
movement in the nineteen sixties. At other point Capitini is in jail in fascist Italy, but the events
in his life are not clearly tied to the developments of his thinking. This valuable text also lacks an
index. Aside from these shortcomings, this is an important book because it gives the readers
access to one of the past century’s more dynamic non-violent thinkers.
The book can be ordered from the International Gandhian Institute for Nonviolence and Peace
(IGINP), CSC, Majagram, Kadavur, Maduai—65014, TN, India. Cost is $10.
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CONFESSIONS OF AN ECONOMIC HIT MAN
For years I have studied, with some degree of horror, the accounts of investigative reporters and
of a small group of social scientists, who have uncovered the dark underside of US foreign
policy. The tales of covert CIA or Defense Department operations undermining governments
considered to be “leftist” or too reform minded are well documented (Wise and Ross, 1965;
Graham, 2004; Harrington, 1975; Mahle, 2004; Pilisuk, 1971) and former members of the CIA,
who have become whistle-blowers, have since validated the accounts revealed by reporters
(Stockwell, 1991). Frequently US corporate officials have been key partners in the coups that
have occurred and have been major beneficiaries. Other studies of global poverty have shown
that the policies of The World Bank and of the International Monetary Fund have resulted in an
enormous third world debt that prevents poor nations from maintaining a share of resources
needed to provide the education and health-care that might offer some hope to stem their
poverty. It is a poverty that increases for the majority even as infrastructure projects increase the
wealth of a few (Bello, Cunningham, & Rau, 1999). Somehow I have always been able to look
at these debacles of government interference and of ruinous aid policies as the inadvertent result
of shortsighted planning, of cold war fears and of bureaucratic inability to see the consequences
of such interventions upon real people. The idea, however, that there might have been a selfconscious master plan to impoverish poor nations and to make their governments pawns of US
global imperial ambitions, was one that I preferred to look upon as a conspiracy theory that went
beyond the evidence. Enter John Perkins and his Confessions of an Economic Hit-Man.
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Told in the first person and written with a level of intrigue akin to a James Bond thriller, this
book examines the hidden hands directing much of US foreign policy during the second half of
the 20th century. The level of direction and intent is staggering. Perkins was raised on the fringe
of New England high society, served with his wife in the Peace Corps in Ecuador, and was
recommended by his father-in-law for a position with the National Security Agency (the largest
spy agency of the US). His early years in this work involved extensive psychological
assessments of his strengths and vulnerabilities and his induction into a highly secretive role, that
of an economic hit man. The official auspices soon changed to a private corporation working
with large government contracts. Details were told to him gradually in the apartment of a woman
assigned to mentor him. The location provided another level of deniability for the corporation
and for the government. The seduction provided an assurance that he would not disclose details
of his work to his wife or to others.
Perkins had obtained an MBA, but his position was predicated upon an ability to make economic
forecasts and to sell them to heads of state in undeveloped countries. He supervised a staff
including economists who provided complex models that could be used to exaggerate the
benefits to GNP of massive loans. The loans were always for the development of infrastructure,
oil drilling and pipelines, dams, electric power grids, and building complexes. The contracts
would be awarded to such corporate giants as Bechtel, Halliburton, Brown and Root. The
inducements to foreign leaders included military and police aid and training, lucrative financial
benefits, recognition in US diplomatic circles, and even the procurement of personal mistresses.
The contracts would make a small group within the accepting country very wealthy. On the
negative side, they would make the particular nation a client state of the US, dependent upon
further loans and adjustments to repay the incurred debts, and unable therefore to use the
country’s resources for a form of development that might provide sustainable productivity for its
farmers, education and health for its children, and protections for its environment. Some
populist leaders found the terms unacceptable. Many of the states that were more representative
of the needs of their own people and that refused the loan terms, were removed in coups,
assassinations, or plane or helicopter “accidents.” If that did not produce a compliant
government, the next steps were to foment a violent revolt and finally to send in the bombs and
the marines.
Perkins’ awareness of the game being played came through personal encounters with national
leaders and with their opposition. He brought to his work an infatuation with the diverse and
beautiful lands he visited and a curiosity and fascination with the people he met. People the
world over shared with him their insights into how these massive projects were destroying not
only ecosystems but also cultures.
Even where official dissent was dangerous, there were still people who would come and talk to
Perkins. Under Suharto’s regime in Indonesia --where more than 300,000 people were killed to
maintain control-- he was to hear other voices. He was led to the show of a puppeteer whose
stories revealed the imperial greed of Uncle Sam and the secret government campaign to
dominate a large Muslim nation with oil reserves. The insight cast great doubt on the claim by
Perkins’ superiors that selling inflated loan contracts was needed to save the Indonesian people
from communism
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US officials and the Shah of Iran (who came to power after a CIA orchestrated removal of the
popular Premier Mossadegh) might agree that transforming the desert into a modern industrial
site was a good and lucrative idea. But others in Iran would tell Perkins, at great personal risk,
that the destruction of the desert would eliminate both the Bedouins and the places where
educated middle class Iranians came for vacations that connected them with their history. These
dissidents could tell him what his employer did not want to hear: that the Shah was despised by
Iranians and that the economic plan to remake Iran and exploit its resources was in reality
empowering the Mullahs who would soon come to power and bring the forced westernization to
an end.
Just as some leaders could easily be sold the development schemes, others showed a vision and
an independence in their efforts to secure terms by which their country’s resources might be used
to benefit their own people. Outside of the canal zone, Panama is an impoverished banana
republic. Omar Torrijos carefully made his case successfully with Jimmy Carter for the return of
administration of the canal zone to Panama. A leader of exceptional integrity, Torrijos was
praised and admired by author Graham Green, but targeted for revenge during the Reagan
administration. His security guard later testified that he knew that a bomb had been put on the
plane that crashed and killed Torrijos. His successor Manuel Noriega, a general trained in the US
Army School of the Americas, tried to retain one aspect of Torrijos policy. He planned to allow a
major reconstruction of the Panama Canal to go up for competitive bidding and likely be
obtained by a Japanese firm. Bechtel luminaries, Casper Weinberger and George Schultz,
serving as secretaries of Defense and State respectively, were the major beneficiaries of the US
violent overthrow of Panama and the restoration of the Arais family oligarchy that had ruled
before Torrijos.
Perkins was involved in numerous hit man activities in Latin America, Africa and Asia. Others
in his role likely made fewer contacts with the people whose lives were being destroyed. Others
accepted the company rationales provided to them and kept their vows of secrecy. Many just
fulfilled the roles for which their degrees in business, law or engineering had prepared them. But
even with his greater willingness to hear other voices, Perkins was recurrently faced with choices
in which he rationalized what he was doing in both personal and social ways. The account of his
personal struggles with conscience parallels the depictions of a Dostoyevsky and is a highlight of
this work. Even for those of us who play smaller roles in global exploitation, who buy the
sneakers and low-cost clothing stitched by people working under dangerous conditions for less
than living wages, who drive the cars that demand oil, who train the people and provide the tools
for exploitative corporations, who live with privilege without questioning at whose expense, for
many of us, the issues of conscience may be similar. When our hearts go out to the victims of a
Tsunami but remain silent to the daily deaths from malnutrition, habitat destruction or
preventable illness, are the psychological processes of withdrawal, denial and rationalization
really different?
For Perkins, disengagement from his role was gradual. Even after he had resigned he continued
to testify in favor of nuclear power plants even after he knew that their costs and risks were not
acceptable. But gradually he was shifting his career, promoting alternative energies, leading trips
to let people meet the indigenous tribes of the Amazon Basin and eventually listening more to
the wisdom of the Shamans he met, than to the manipulations of the corporatocracy, The critical
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push to complete this book followed the tragedies of 9/11 and the military invasions of
Afghanistan and Iraq that followed. Ultimately Perkin’s heard the voices of the historical figures
who he admired as youngster; the words of Thomas Paine, the courage of Paul Revere.
Although this book is well documented, it is not written in academic style and deals little with
the points of view of the World Bank or NGO professionals about the relationship of
development to reduction of poverty. A more scholarly perspective may be found in William
Easterly's The Elusive Quest for Growth. It provides a former World Bank economist’s strong
critique of failed development policies with a case that development is still essential to reduce
poverty. But the facts on the ground that Perkins reports are still compelling. Nowadays many
corporate officials take luxurious trips in search of desperate people around the world for
sweatshop exploitation. This type of servitude has replaced the earlier forms of slavery. The
rationalizations are indeed similar to those of the slave traders. But Perkins avoids the judgment
of a conspiracy that can be blamed on a few powerful individuals while exonerating the rest of
us. His own confession and change in direction of his life came with great pain. But perhaps the
responsibility goes beyond the hit men. We live with the myth that “a brutal, selfish and
ultimately self destructive resource-grab” is a natural, wonderful and inevitable model for
economic development. But water, oil. the diverse species that make life sustainable, and the
diverse cultures that give life meaning are disappearing. Untold by the corporate media, Perkins
writes, “The real story is that we are living a lie.” For us ordinary people who work for and do
business with the large banks, corporations and governments or are dependent upon them for our
goods and services, we may all be in need of a similar confession. It may be psychologically
painful, but the pain now inflicted on our behalf is many times greater and it is not forgotten. I
recall the words of Professor Hans Morganthau at a teach-in on the war in Vietnam in 1965, “If
we ignore the facts, the facts will return to haunt us.” Everyone should read this book, and then
make their own choice.
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GENOCIDE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW: THE CRIME OF CRIMES
William A. Schabas, the Director of the Irish Centre for Human Rights and Professor of human
rights law at the National University of Ireland, Galway, offers a meticulous analysis of the
history and application of the UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide.
In 1948, the then 56 member states of the United Nations that adopted the Convention, tried to
outlaw forever what Winston Churchill once called “a crime without a name.” These states were
reacting to the atrocities of World War II and to jurist Raphael Lemkin, who coined the term
genocide and vigorously urged that the United Nations to legally prohibit and punish it. Article
1 of the Convention states that “The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide, whether
committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law which they
undertake to prevent and to punish. Article II defines “genocide” as a series of actions
undertaken “with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious
group, as such,” whether by killing, inflicting serious bodily or mental harm, destroying group
conditions of life, preventing births, or transferring children to another group. Although only
140 states out of over 190 have formally ratified or acceded to the Convention, those that have
not are still obligated under international customary law not to engage in, conspire to commit, or
promote genocide.
Schabas goes through the Convention almost word by word, explaining the legal meaning of
each on the basis of the Convention’s drafting history (travaux préparatoires), judicial
interpretations, and statements by authoritative legal bodies. He notes that the Convention rested
practically dormant until the UN Security Council, acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter,
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created the International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda in 1993 and
1994 respectively. Each of these Tribunals, as well as the more recently created International
Criminal Court, has incorporated the Genocide Convention into its statute.
In addition to prohibiting genocide, the Convention requires countries to prevent it. Many
criticized the U.S., France and other European states for not acting to prevent the 1994 genocide
in Rwanda. What exactly is this state obligation? For an answer, Schabas turns to the
International Criminal Court’s 2007 judgment in the case involving Bosnia and Herzegovina v.
Serbia and Montenegro. There the ICJ stated that a state’s duty to act to prevent arises when it
learns of a risk of genocide and has the means to deter it. The obligation varies with the capacity
of a state to act effectively. This may differ with a state’s geographical location and the strength
of its political influence over the parties involved in the potential genocide.
Schabas notes that universal jurisdiction applies to the crime of genocide, because many states,
including the U.S., regard the crime as one against all of humankind. They have passed the
necessary legislation enabling their courts to prosecute suspected perpetrators regardless of
where or against whom the crime was committed. A number of Western European countries
have tried suspects involved in mass killings in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
Schabas refers frequently to the case law of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR) to interpret parts of the Convention. One of the major difficulties is determining who fits
into the four named, protected groups. In the Jean-Paul Akayesu case (1998), the ICTR had to
determine whether genocide as defined in the Convention and ICTR Statute had occurred in
Rwanda. Since genocide involves the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical,
racial or social group, it was necessary to determine the meaning of these four social categories.
Because neither the Genocide Convention nor the ICTR Statute had defined them, the task fell
upon the ICTR Trial Chamber itself. Based on its reading of the travaux préparatoires, the
Chamber concluded that the drafters perceived the crime of genocide as targeting only stable,
permanent groups, whose membership is determined by birth. The drafters excluded political
and economic groups that one joins voluntarily. The Chamber then defined a national group “as
a collection of people who are perceived to share a legal bond based on common citizenship,
coupled with reciprocity of rights and duties.” An ethnic group is “a group whose members
share a common language or culture.” A racial group is “based on the hereditary physical traits
often identified with a geographical region, irrespective of linguistic, cultural, national or
religious factors.” A “religious group is one whose members share the same religion,
denomination or mode of worship.”
Significantly, the Tutsi-Hutu distinction in Rwanda did not fit into any of the above categories.
The Tutsi belong to the same religious groups and national group as do the Hutu. Tutsi and Hutu
share a common language and culture. And any hereditary physical traits formerly
distinguishing Hutu from Tutsi have become largely obliterated through generations of
intermarriage and a Belgian classification scheme based on cattle ownership. Consequently, had
the ICTR justices stopped here, they would have been forced to conclude that genocide, as
legally defined in the Convention and Statute, had not occurred in Rwanda.
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The Chamber next asked whether it would be impossible to punish the physical destruction of a
group as such under the Genocide Convention, if the said group, although stable and membership
is by birth, does not meet the definition of any one of the four protected groups. The justices
concluded that the answer is “no,” because the intention of the Convention’s drafters was
patently to ensure the protection of any stable and permanent group. Based on the case
testimony, the Court concluded that the Tutsi did indeed constitute a stable and permanent group
and were therefore protected by the Genocide Convention and Article 2 of the ICTR Statute.
By adding “stable and permanent group, whose membership is largely determined by birth,” to
the four existing social categories, the Chamber significantly expanded the kinds of populations
that could be protected by the Convention. One might wonder whether unisexual groups,
homosexuals, or persons mentally or physically impaired permanently at birth might constitute
protected groups under the Tribunal’s expanded definition. Schabas is clearly opposed to the
expansive “permanent” and “stable” approach employed by the Tribunal, despite the fact that the
Darfur Commission of Inquiry claimed in its 1995 report that the ICTR conceptualization has
become part and parcel of international law.
Intentionality is a constitutive element of genocide. Intent is a mental factor that is difficult to
determine with precision in the absence of a sincere confession by the accused. Again, the ICTR
provided a jurisprudential roadway by reasoning that it is possible to deduce the genocidal intent
inherent in a particular act from the general context of other culpable acts systematically directed
against the same protected group, whether these acts were committed by the same offender or by
others. Specific factors to be considered include the scale of atrocities committed and the
deliberate and systematic targeting of people because of their membership in a particular group,
while excluding members of other groups. Hence, an individual, who attacks only one person
and never explains why, can be convicted of genocide as long as his one attack fits into an
overall pattern of genocidal acts by others against members of the same protected group.
The ICTR Trial Chamber also made a major contribution to the progressive development of
genocide law by addressing sexual violence in the Akayesu case. It noted that the Genocide
Convention and Article 2(2) of the ICTR Statute offer as one of the acts of genocide the “causing
[of] serious bodily or mental harm to members of a group.” The Justices maintained that acts of
sexual violence constituted genocide provided they were committed with the specific intent to
destroy, in whole or in part, a particular group, because sexual violence certainly constitutes
inflictions of “serious bodily and mental harm” on victims.
Schabas’ treatment of the crime of genocide is very comprehensive and authoritative. In his
discussion of the death penalty, however, it is surprising that he classifies Israel as an abolition
state, since it has a well-known policy and practice of assassinations and extra-judicial killings of
Palestinians. The author covers many more important issues than could be discussed in this
review. This work is indispensible to anyone concerned with humanitarian and public
international law.
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THE COVE
The Cove touches on a broader set of questions about the nature of international justice and what
we should eat than the filmmaker presumably intended on tackling. The recent Academy
Award-winning documentary The Cove centers on the work of dolphin trainer-turned-activist Ric
O’Barry who realized through his work on a TV show that dolphins do not enjoy living in
captivity and whose personal quest is to free dolphins from captivity and harm. O’Barry, who
trained dolphins for the television program Flipper, sends a film crew to the Japanese port town
of Taiji in a quest to reveal the locals’ practice of killing and eating dolphins. For a man who
sees the liberation of dolphins from SeaWorld as a moral imperative, the killing and eating of
dolphins in Japan is a crisis of epic proportions that must be stopped immediately.
Much of the film is spent capturing the bureaucratic rigamarole of the International Whaling
Commission, an intergovernmental body that regulates the whaling industry. According to the
IWC’s web site the organization’s tasks include, “provid[ing] for the complete protection of
certain species[,] designat[ing] specified areas as whale sanctuaries [and] set[ting] limits on the
numbers and size of whales which may be taken”
(http://iwcoffice.org/commission/iwcmain.htm). In The Cove, the IWC is portrayed as a gang of
drowsy bureaucrats who protect large cetaceans at the cost of smaller ones. Worse, the civil
servants that attend the IWC’s meetings turn a blind eye to Japan’s killing of whales for
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supposedly scientific purposes and are more than willing to take Japan’s money in exchange for
voting Japan’s way.
Clearly the consumption of whales and dolphins as food is, to put it kindly, off-putting to
Westerners. But might this be a case of cultural imperialism? How might a Hindu living in India
react to filmed footage of the horrors that transpire in the countless slaughterhouses that dot the
American heartland? Is the cry of “cultural relativism” enough to stop the conversation of whale
and dolphin slaughter in its tracks?
For his part, Ric O’Barry gives short shrift to the cultural argument. He interviews a handful of
Tokyo residents who are surprised to hear that people eat dolphins in Taiji. With a documentary
film that may be enough, but there must be more to this angle than the views of a trickle of
Japanese city dwellers. Marshall Sahlins (1978, p. 173) in his seminal work Culture and
Practical Reason writes that, “The principal reason postulated in the American meat system is
the relation of the species to human society.” Horses and dogs are given human names, and are
treated as “subjects.” Dead cows and dead pigs are given names that disconnect the animal from
the food item: cows become beef, pigs are pork. These animals are treated as “objects” (pp. 1745). The notion that horses would be served up as food led to a disgusted protest in Connecticut,
for instance (pp. 172-3).
Yet, how are horses different than cows? One is bred for consumption in America, the other is
not. But the line between what we think is morally neutral to eat and what we find morally
repugnant is surely not an objective one. It is drawn by culture. Dogs are man’s best friend.
Cows are not.
And yet, as Robert Nozick (1974) argues, there is no good moral reason for eating any kind of
meat. Nozick contends that if we were offered the chance to attach ourselves for life to a
machine that would pipe experiences—good ones—into our heads, most people would turn
down the opportunity. Nozick says that there are two reasons for this. First is because “we want
to do certain things, and not just have the experience of doing them” and secondly, “we want to
be a certain way, to be a certain sort of person” (p. 41). In sum, we want to enjoy the experience
of participating in our own life and doing it on our own terms for ourselves. If the meaning of
life for humans comes in shaping it as we see fit, then the same applies to animals. Nozick asks
whether it might be acceptable for an alien race that is morally more advanced than humans to
use humans for the same purposes we use animals: for food, for medical testing, for labor (pp.
45-6). Obviously, any self-respecting human would say that it is not acceptable to eat our
species just because you are morally wiser than us.
The same logic, however, applies to animals. If we like to live our lives as we see fit and find
meaning in doing so, then who are we to judge how animals choose to live out their days? A
goldfish may not have the brain activity of a piano virtuoso but that alone does not mean that the
piano virtuoso deserves to kill the goldfish. A cow “wastes” its day staring at the ether, chewing
grass, and milling about, yet how one chooses to spend one’s time does not preclude one from
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deserving to live. The same arguments that are used to excuse us from killing animals: they’re
dumber than us, they don’t do anything, they don’t understand what’s happening, would sound
remarkably callous and even sociopathic if applied to the human race. If a man enjoys sunsets
more than playing the stock market, does that make him less of a man? Is a less intelligent
individual less worthy of life? Clearly the answer is no. Everyone deserves to live their life as
they see fit. They, further, can find meaning in whatever they choose to find meaning in.
So what do we say to the Japanese fish dealer who states that, “it is our culture to eat dolphins?”
(http://edition.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/asiapcf/02/11/japan.dolphins/index.html). Of course,
culture alone may not be enough to excuse a behavior. It is traditional in some societies to stone
a woman to death for having premarital sex. That cultural practice is clearly abhorrent for many
reasons, the most obvious of which are that it is homicidal and misogynistic. But telling people
what they should and should not eat, while we ourselves munch on sentient life forms, strikes me
as Orientalism.
The climax of The Cove comes with a few minutes of video that O’Barry and his crew captured
of dolphin being speared in the cove in Taiji. The shrill cries of the dolphins fill the air, and
blood fills the water with such immediacy that it is jarring. Fishermen on a boat throw spears
into one dolphin, then another, letting them bleed to death before, it is assumed, capturing and
gutting them.
The view behind the meat industry’s veil is always appalling, whether it be the descriptions
contained in Eric Schlosser’s Fast Food Nation, Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle or the recent
documentary Food Inc. A lot of moral gymnastics must be done to justify the consumption of
animal meat. We clearly don’t need it to survive. You can get B-12 injections and iron
supplements to fulfill your dietary needs. Yet, though I do it with less frequency than most, I eat
meat. I am not innocent in this dialogue. I know that there is little moral justification for
consuming the flesh of a deceased being, and yet I continue to do so. Labelling that being an
object like “lamb chops” or “steak” helps, but so does the consideration that I try to eat meats
that have been killed humanely and have been raised in good conditions.
That fig leaf, though, only covers so much. The movie The Cove does more than it sets out to
do. It aspires to get us to rise up and end the consumption of dolphins. But by viewing life
through the eyes of someone who truly loves non-human creatures, the film gets us to see that
there is little moral reasoning for killing and consuming any animal.
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